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30 Years ofExploring the Florida Experience

THIS ISSUE OF FORUM will serve as a text for a conference exploring
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Florida’s identity and its place in America. It’s about time.
When I studied American history as a youngster, I learned about the set
tling of the Pilgrims, the establishment of Jamestown, and the
development of New England. I learned that brave men and
women from England, searching for religious freedom, came to a
strange land, built communities while fighting hostile Indians,
gained independence, and established a democracy. Then they
moved inexorably westward, fulfilling a "manifest destiny." Any
other narratives were more or less footnotes to this main text.
Thus it was that I learned little or nothing about the native peoples who
lived here for millennia before the Europeans came. I learned nothing about
the diverse Hispanic or African-American experiences. And, of course, I
learned nothing about the story of Florida-which, if told in its entirety,
would have included native peoples, Hispanics, Africans, and a cross-section
of much of the rest of the world’s cultures. It Just didn’t fit into the major
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story. In fact, it still isn’t part of the story, although our history now includes
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about it. Still, these narratives are not integrated into a larger vision of an
American story that we all can share.
The Florida part of the American story raises lots of interesting issues and
questions-about cultural encounters, migrant and immigrant communities,
and complex social relations among people from diverse origins; about the
relationship between our natural and developed environments; and about
how history is reconstructed and told. It matters who tells the story, of
course, because that determines the perspective, the point of view, and the
information that is deemed worthy of inclusion.
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Just where does Florida belong in the story of America? That is the ques
tion posed to some of our best scholars, writers, and thinkers at the confer
ence, October 16-18 at USF-St. Petersburg, entitled "A Sunshine State of
Mind: Florida’s Place in American Culture." Read on as they examine
Florida’s distinctive contributions in such areas as art, architecture, litera
ture, music, and food. And join us at the conference for lively discussions of
these and other aspects of our state’s heritage.
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"Florida Stories: American
Stories" The Florida Humanities
Council 30th Anniversary
Chautauqua Tour
To celebrate 30 years of "exploring the
Florida experience," FHC presents a
Chautauqua Tour: "Florida Stories-American
Stories." This living-history adventure will
thrill audiences with performances and dis
cussions by scholar/actors who speak in the
actual words of historical characters.
This tour revives the great tradition of the
Chautauqua Movement, a popular form of
adult continuing education during the late
19th and early 20th centuries. During the
three-day Chautauqua celebration, you’ll
meet the principal framer of the Declaration
of Independence, Thomas Jefferson; one of
America’s chief abolitionists and the author
of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, Harriet Beecher
Stowe; educator, author, poet, civil-rights
activist, and diplomat, James Weldon
Johnson; former First Lady, journalist, and
ambassador, Eleanor Roosevelt; Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings, who introduced Florida Crackers
to the world in her book, The Yearling;
anthropologist, folklorist, and author of Their
Eyes Were Watching God, Zora Neale
Hurston; and educator, activist Mary McLeod
Bethune.
Schedule:
Panama City: Sept. 18-20
Contact Debbie Glick at dglick@panamac
itydowntown.com or 850-785-2554
DeFuniak Springs: Sept. 19-20
Contact Cynthia Roehm at roehm
dream@aol.com or 850-892-9494

DeLand: Oct. 15-17
Contact Taver B. Cornett at taver@main
streetdeland.com or 386-738-0649
Mount Dora: Oct. 16-18
Contact the Mount Dora Chamber of
Commerce at 352-383-2165
New Port Richey: Oct. 22-24
Contact Paul Szuch at szuch@phcc.edu or
727-816-3490
Dunedin: Oct. 23-25
Contact Liz White at
ewhite@dunedinfl.net

Lake Wales: Nov. 12-14
Contact Tina Peak at peakt@pclc.lib.tl.us
or tpeak@cityoflakewales.com or 863678-4004
Plant City: Nov. 13-IS
Contact Anne Haywood at ahay
wood@plantcitygov.com or 813757-92 15
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Representatives from organizations that received FHC grants are left to right: Jon
Ward and Philip Steel St. Lucie Cultural Affairs Council, Sally Watt Nathan B.
Stubblefield Foundation, John Scolaro Valencia Community College, Kristin

Congdon University of Central Florida, Kim Tanzer University of Florida, Susan
Lockwood FHC, and Andrew Matson University of South Florida.

FHC Awards Grants
The board of directors of FHC recently awarded more than $100,000 in grants to
nonprofit organizations to develop public humanities programs:
Nathan B. Stubblefield Foundation $10,000 Back Roads Radio Project
Community Design Center

$7,700 Virtual and Walking Heritage Tour

Florida Cultural Resources

$20,000 Voices of Florida Radio Series

University of Central Florida

$13,000 Florida’s Cultural Story

St. Lucie County Cultural
Arts Council

$24,703 Net Loss: A Florida Fishing Family

Valencia Community College

$25,000 The Prometheus Project

Two Mayors, Two Historians
Discuss Two Cities
FHC’s first annual
Humanities Awards Program,
"A Tale of Two Cities," will
feature Mayor Pam lorio of
Tampa and Mayor Rick Baker
of St. Petersburg. Florida his
torians Ray Arsenault and
Gary Mormino will join the
mayors for a lively look at the
histories of these sister cities.

The program will take place
at the St. Petersburg Museum
of History on Friday, October
17 at 7:00 p.m. A reception
will precede the event.
Reservations are required.
Call 727 553-3810.

Comings and Goings...

Partnerships Help Nonprofits Thrive
his fall, some of the state’s best teachers will
return to their classrooms better prepared to
teach their students about Florida’s history, thanks
to an innovative partnership spearheaded by The Tampa
Bay History Center.
This partnership-which includes FHC, the USF Florida
Studies Center, and the History Center-produced a
seminar in July designed to help teachers learn about, and
then teach about, Florida.
"Learning about Florida’s cultures, history, and arts has
been a joy and has reawakened a desire to learn more,"
said seminar participant Amy Harms, a first grade
teacher in Daytona Beach. "If we educators experience
the joys of learning, we will more enthusiastically and
effectively teach our children to love learning."
Said Lawanna Croskey, a math teacher from Ocala:
"The entire seminar was filled with wonderful information
about Florida. It has given me a totally new outlook about
our state."
The seminar, entitled, "Searching for a Sense of Place,"
was offered at FHC’s Florida Center for Teachers and
taught by Gary R. Mormino, USF’s Frank E. Duckwall
Professor of History. The program was funded through
the Tampa Bay History Center Endowment at the USF
Foundation.
This partnership "is meeting the challenge of reaching
teachers and students, not only in Hillsborough County,
but in school systems throughout the state," said George
Howell, History Center board chairman, who led the way
in forging what he calls a "strategic alliance" of nonprofit
organizations with similar missions.
The organizations in the alliance collaborate to pro
duce specific programs for a combined audience, thus
avoiding costly duplication. Each organization does what
it does best, and the end result is a program that costs
less and offers more to a larger audience. This kind of
cooperation enables nonprofit organizations to survive
and thrive during today’s economic downturn, when
America’s museums, theaters, and orchestras are closing
by the dozens.
The History Center Endowment was created in 1998
when James Apthorp, History Center trustee, and Tom
Touchton, the center’s president, proposed the financial
arrangement to USF. The History Center raised $2 million
from its donors and placed the funds at the USF
Foundation. The State of Florida matched the donation
dollar-for.dollar.
The USF partnership offered important strategic
advantages: a commitment to teaching Florida history, a
talented USF faculty, and the USF Libraries’ special col
lections of Florida material. Trustees recognized the col
laborative value and welcomed the creation of the Florida
Studies Center at the USF Libraries.
This affiliation has exceeded expectations, officials say.

T

Gary Mormino, University of South Florida history professor, leads teachers
through historic Ybor City.

The History Center Endowment at USF underwrites new
and existing programs that emphasize the joint mission of
the two organizations. Each has found new audiences
throughout the Tampa Bay region and statewide by
adding FHC to the partnership. And this success comes
when many cultural institutions are reducing or eliminat
ing programs, laying off staff, and reducing operating
hours.
"Through this partnership, it has become clear that
many of the History Center’s goals and objectives are
compatible with those of the USF Florida Studies Center
and the Florida Humanities Council," said Howell, board
chairman.
This partnership will be among several sponsors at the
upcoming conference, "A Sunshine State of Mind:
Florida’s Place in American Culture," scheduled Oct.
16-18 at U SF-St. Petersburg. See attached insert for
details.
For more information about the Tampa Bay History
Center and University of South Florida collaborative, call
813-228-0097 or check the TBHC web site:
www.tampabayhistorycenter.org and the Florida Studies
Center web site: www.lib.usf.edu/flasc.
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A SUNSHINESTATE OF M1ND:lNTRODUCTlON

florida’s
flusiue
Identity
It s a puzzle: How
do you fit so many
different pieces
into one state image?
By Stephen I. Whitfield

.

oes Florida have its own culture-one that is
separate and distinguishable from its neigh
boring states, its region, from the rest of the
nation, or even from the state’s Latin
American neighbors? Can a state that has
historically exhibited as much ethnic, religious, and
racial diversity as Florida be said to have a sense of com
monality that is authoritative enough, decisive enough,
to form the identity of the state’s residents?
Such perplexing questions can be raised, but they
cannot be tackled in any satisfactory fashion in this arti
cle. They can be addressed, if not resolved. The effort to
locate something cohesive about Florida culture rubs up
against the sheer diversity of a state so huge that a sin
gle county like Dade is bigger than Rhode Island, which
is represented by two U.S. senators.
Culture is now understood to be not just a given, not
merely an inheritance, but also a process. In Florida that
process has been durable; St. Augustine is the nation’s
oldest town. But distant origins are also entangled with
a radically discontinuous past; values and images seem
to change shape as the culture is examined. Is there a
6
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single, identifiable cultural thread that runs through
Florida’s history? Culture is not monochromatic, nor
homogeneous, with one size fitting all. It’s more like a
kind of combat zone in which various visions, claims,
and interpretations contend-and few states have more
space for such collisions than Florida. "The complexity
of historical events is such," anthropologist Franz Boas
once proclaimed, "that the cultural life of any
people. .can be understood only as an outgrowth of
those unique conditions under which it has lived." But
have the unique conditions in Florida sparked a distinc
tive cultural life?
Consider merely the variations among the urban, sub
urban, and rural parts of Florida. Such differences can
be dramatized in two celebrated literary works. Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings’s novel, The Yearling, topped the best
seller lists in 1938 and won the Pulitzer Prize for fiction.
Her book is set in the shady woods of Cross Creek, a
sparsely populated area south of Gainesville. Compare
Cynthia Ozick’s novella, Rosa, which won first prize in
the 1984 0. Henry Prize Stories collection, and is partly
set in urbanized Dade County. Rosa portrays aged
ex.-New Yorkers, some of whom are Holocaust survivors
like the protagonist herself: "Why Florida? Because here
they were shells like herself, already fried in the sun... It
seemed to Rosa Lublin that the whole peninsula of
Florida was weighted down with regret. Everyone had
left behind a real life. Here they had nothing. They
were all scarecrows, blown about under the murdering
sunball. Tonally, and not just geographically, this is
far from Cross Creek-indeed as distant as Rosa is from
the Hispanics a few blocks away who have made Miami

FALL 2003
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the northernmost metropolis of Latin America.
Such diversity calls into question the appropriateness
of considering a state a cultural unit. It seems either too
small or too big, This point brings to mind a statement
made in 1860 by one of the few foes of secession in South
Carolina, a state whose political elite was notorious for its
ardor for disunion. The state, he lamented, was "too
small for a republic, but too large for an insane asylum."
Of course the same questions could be raised about
economic units, and Florida was itself once pivotal in the
losing struggle on behalf of localism. In Liggett Company
v. Lee 1933, the U. S. Supreme Court invalidated a tax
that Tallahassee imposed on chain stores. On one side
were economic efficiency and consumer welfare, the utili
tarian benefits of "better goods at lower prices." On the
other side was the belief that independent retailers
belonged to particular communities, and to allow such
tradesmen to fall prey to chains would "sap.. .the
resources, the vigor and the hope of the smaller cities and
towns." To affirm the right of the Florida Legislature to
tax chains, a dissenting justice added, would ensure that
"the citizens of each state are still masters of their des
tiny."
States can be considered sites of cultural production,
but not necessarily because local conditions affect cre
ativity. Although both Rudyard Kipling and Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn resided in Vermont not concurrently, not

even the most ingenious literary critic could ascertain the
influence of that state on their books. Though the lines
of latitude make Florida very much a southern state, and
though its history was scarred by slavery, by segregation,

and by racism, the connection of Florida to the rest of
the region has long been considered equivocal; and stan
dard works in southern historiography tend to downplay
the impact of so unrepresentative a state, exhibiting, as
reporter John Gunther noted in the middle of the last
century, not only "a strong underlay of Spanish culture,"
but also "an Indian problem," as well as a "Negro prob
lem."
Florida has been sufficiently entangled in the distinc
tive history of the South for special attention to be paid
to the role of African Americans, who have lived until
recently under especially onerous limitations. The com
monality that culture is supposed to embrace was not his
torically intended to include African Americans, which
is why the limitations under which they were compelled
to live provoked some to revolt, like James Weldon
Johnson born in Jacksonville, the secretary of the

NAACP, and A. Philip Randolph born in Crescent
City, the key organizer of the Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters. Johnson could not remain in Jacksonville
were he to cultivate his various talents, which included
poetry and lyrics, though he initially wrote what became
known as "the Negro National Hymn." Entitled "Lift
Ev’ry Voice and Sing" music by his brother, J. Rosamond
Johnson, he wrote it for a black schoolchildren’s concert
in Jacksonville.

An eccentric trajectory was taken by a protégée of
Boas, the only one of his students to make it onto a U.S.
postage stamp 37 cents. Born in Eatonville in 1891,
Zora Neale Hurston had to leave Central Florida to
transform its African-American folklore into literature.
FALL 2003
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SUNSH1NESTEQFJliNThINTRODUCTION
Yet she cherished her origins so intensely that she
feared racial integration was an insult to the dignity of
the souls of black folk. Hence she objected to Brown v.
Board of Education in 1954, even as the system of white
supremacy helped send her career into a downward spi
ral. Two decades after making Who’s Who in America,
she was back in Florida working as a maid; and the hon
ors heaped upon her work were mostly posthumous.
Hurston died a pauper, in Fort Pierce, in 1960.
ne apt metaphor for the ordeal of Jim Crow
involved Ray Charles. Blinded by an illness at
the age of 6, orphaned at 15, addicted to nar
cotics by the age of 16, he had stayed in
school for the deaf and blind in St.
Augustine long enough to learn Braille. As though
knowing how badly he needed to get out of Florida,
while also realizing that he was irrevocably an

he sjmbotic life of the state has been decisiuel!,J shaped b others
American, a native son, Charles asked someone to
place his finger on a map at the farthest spot away that
was still within the borders of the United States, which
is why his career got started in Seattle. But others
remained and persisted, like Mary McLeod Bethune,
who founded the first fully accredited four-year college
in Florida for African Americans; and some came to
live in Florida after their most creative work was behind
them, like Mississippi-born Bo Diddley, who moved to a
farm near Gainesville, about two decades ago. One of
the grim paradoxes of southern history is that, had this
musician moved two decades before his induction into
the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame in 1987, he could not
have been served a cup of coffee in most of downtown
Gainesville-yet his songs radiated such an ethos of lib
eration. Indeed, rock music has been credited with
helping to end the Cold War, for the Soviet Union
could not compete ideologically with American popular
culture in projecting a vision of personal liberation that
had become synonymous with the pursuit of happiness.
In a state that seems to encourage a sunny-side-up
optimism, a faith in a better future, the somber sense of
the human estate that the fiction of Ernest Hemingway
and Isaac Bashevis Singer exemplified might not gain
much traction-though both Nobel laureates had made
their homes in Florida not concurrently. The injunc
8 FORUM FLORIDA HUMANITIES COUNCIL
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tion to "have a nice day" may be the first command
ment of Florida, where "guests" in Orlando’s Walt
Disney World as in Anaheim’s Disneyland can enjoy
Tomorrowland; no such section exists in Disneyland
Paris. Florida is therefore rather unpromising terrain for
the nihilism or tragic vision associated with the
European avant-garde, which was strikingly revealed in
1956, when Coral Gables became the site for the North
American premiere of Waiting for Godot. Its author’s
sensibility was so glum that one summer, during a crick
et match in London, a companion mentioned to
Samuel Beckett that the weather was so lovely it made
one "glad to be alive," to which the playwright replied:
"Oh, I don’t think I would go quite so far as to say
that." By a set of bizarre circumstances, the American
version of En attendant Godot was directed by the
Russian-born Alan Schneider and starred the undoubt
edly bemused comedy team of Tom Ewell and Bert Lahr.
The marquee of the Coconut Grove Playhouse was mis
leading. It billed the future Nobel laureate’s unbearably
bleak insistence upon the emptiness and estrangement
of human existence as "the laugh sensation of two con
tinents." Although Tennessee Williams, a resident of
Key West, applauded loudly at the curtain, most of the
audience scarcely appreciated the play. "By the inter
mission," the director recalled, "at least a third of the

house had left. Another third didn’t come back afterward;
they were too busy drowning their resentment in the the
ater bar, where the dialogue was more familiar." Schneider
mordantly concluded: "We should never have gone to
Miami." In defense of the Coconut Grove audience, how
ever, it should be added that Beckett’s play did not do sig
nificantly better on Broadway; nor had Parisian audiences
been gracious to Stravinsky’s avant-garde Rite of Spring
when it opened in 1913. But Miami’s citizenry neverthe
less botched a unique opportunity to welcome a master
piece of modern drama.
Florida has hardly been inhospitable to the serious arts,
however. The largest art museum in the state is now the
Norton Museum of Art in West Palm Beach, which
opened in 1941 and now contains 5,200 artworksincluding paintings by Monet, Matisse, Picasso, O’Keeffe,
and Pollock. In Lakeland, the 16-unit master plan that
Frank Lloyd Wright devised for Florida Southern College

a comfortable environment where they could relax with
each other. Something about the easy camaraderie with
out pressure was the richest atmosphere for me.. .It was
how I learned most of what I consider valuable." But if
none of these figures was indigenous, that only means
that they are representative of Florida-where newcomers
frequently jostle with natives, and where there are so
many tourists and visitors that more hotel and motel
rooms have been built in Orlando than in New York City.
Indeed what makes this topic so treacherous is that the
culture of Florida is neither hermetic nor insular nor iso
lated, but is a product of outside stimuli, The symbolic life
of the state has been decisively shaped by others whose
roots are elsewhere, some of whom weren’t even tourists.
No voice has echoed more durably, for instance, than a
Pennsylvanian’s. Stephen Foster’s "Old Folks at Home"
1851 became the state song an eerie anticipation of
the retirement communities of the 1900s. Even though

whose roots are elsewhere, som of whom weren’t euen tourists

became the site where more of his buildings are located
than anywhere else. In Yulee, a dance company was creat
ed at the White Oak Plantation, the home of the late
Howard Gilman, an arts patron. The White Oak Dance
Project was founded by Mikhail Baryshnikov, who
recalled: "Howard had an extraordinary knack for pulling
together talented people from diverse fields and providing

New Yorker George Gershwin misspelled "Suwannee" as
"Swanee" in his 1919 song by that title, it became his
most popular single hit. Neither he nor lyricist Irving
Caesar had ever seen the Suwannee River. But so what?
Caesar later wrote "Saskatchewan," which its government
designated as the provincial anthem, even though he did
n’t realize how pointless his hosannas to majestic moun
tains were; the province consists of prairies. From the
Marx Brothers’s The Cocoanuts 1929 to NBC’s "Miami
Vice" 1984-1989 to John Sayles’s Sunshine State 2002,
Florida has been so alluring a subject that outsiders have
been decisive in defining the images by which it is
known.
Perhaps that is because media centers have been else
where, in New York and in Los Angeles. When the
imbalance that favors outsiders is rectified, when self-defi
nitions can be more powerfully inscribed, the elusive cul
ture of Florida will not become more tangible; nor will its
populace be less fragmented. But then the identification
marks will perhaps become easier to spot, the patterns of
meaning more apparent, and the sources of creativity,
continuity, and vitality more accessible.

J. WHITFIELD is Max Richter Professor of
American Civilization in the Department of American Studies
at Brandeis University.
STEPHEN
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TO FIND THE HEART OF FLORIDA-GO TO DIXIE,
WAY DOWN UPON THE SUWANNEE RIVERTHEN KEEP ON GOING TO THE CARIBBEAN SEA.
BY JOHN SHELTON REED

confess that, now and then, I’ve taken some cheap shots
at Florida’s expense. In a talk I often give to civic clubs
and other groups, for example, I try to draw some sensi
ble geographic boundaries for the South. Starting with
the common understanding that there is such a thing
and the general agreement that Mississippi and
Alabama are in it, and working out from there, I talk about
Texas and Kentucky and other more marginal southern states.
I can always get a laugh by asking, "And what do we do about

J

Florida?"
Florida is a problem. Just as the South has been largely
defined by how it differs from the rest of the United States, so
Florida can serve as a sort of southern counterpoint: Almost
anything you can say about the South-about speech, religion,
music, demography, whatever-isn’t true of Florida. In most
respects, these days, the most southerly state in the South is the
least "Southern."
To be sure, as Floridians understand and, I hasten to add, I
do, too, Saint Augustine and DeLand and Pensacola and

Femandina and Vernon are "Southern" if anywhere is. The
Mississippi Delta south of Memphis is usually described as "the
most ‘Southern’ place on earth," but I’ve been to the

Florabama Lounge on Perdido Key in the Florida panhandle,
and it’s a contender. Of course, that’s not what most Americans
think of when they hear "Florida." Not these days.
No, the problem is mostly South Florida. In a book called
1001 Things Everyone Should Know About the South, my wife
Dale and I included this entry:
"South Florida begins somewhere south of Daytona Beach,
and it’s very different-ecologically, economically, ethnically,

10
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however you want to look at it-from other parts of the South,
including North Florida. It’s an urban place, increasingly so,
with an economy based on tourism, retirement, and drugs.
Well over half of its residents weren’t born in the South, much
less in Florida, and many were born outside the United States.
It would be tempting to exclude it from the South altogether,
if there were anywhere else to put it."
Of course, once upon a time-back when hardly anyone

lived south of Daytona-Florida was very "Southern" indeed.
Antebellum Florida was an integral part of the Cotton
Kingdom. By the 1830s, slaves and free blacks made up 52 per

cent of the population of Duval, Nassau, and St. Johns coun
ties. When the cotton states seceded to protect slavery and
the interests of plantation agriculture after the election of
Abraham Lincoln, Florida was in the vanguard. It left the
Union just after South Carolina and Mississippi, ahead of the
other Deep South states, and well before the states of the upper
South, which only joined the Rebs after Lincoln’s call for vol
unteers turned the conflict into a states’ rights struggle.
After four years of civil war, Florida shared fully in the
"Southern" experience of defeat and military occupation. In
the Jim Crow era that followed the restoration of white
Democratic rule, Florida, like the rest of the southern states,
wrote racial segregation into state law-and worse: According
to the grisly statistics complied by the Tuskegee Institute, in
the decades after 1882 Floridians lynched 282 victims 257 of
them black, by far the highest ratio of lynchings to population
in the country. The ratio in Florida was 40 percent higher than
Mississippi’s, nearly twice Georgia’s, and 10 times Virginia’s
and North Carolina’s. This pattern of white supremacist vio
lence culminated in the Rosewood massacre of January 1923,

A
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only recently retrieved from the memory hole to which it had
been consigned.
It is ironic that many of the Floridians who came out of this
unpromising matrix to achieve lasting reputations were black.
One was A. Philip Randolph, born in 1889 in Crescent City.
Randolph used his platform as head of the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters to become the leading civil-rights advo
cate of the 1940s and organizer of the 1963 March on
Washington, and who learned in his boyhood the lesson that
"at the banquet table of nature there are no reserved seats. You
get what you can take, and you keep what you can hold."
Another was novelist and folklorist Zora Neale Hurston of
Eatonville, a leading figure of the Harlem Renaissance in the
1920s; rediscovered after her death in the 1960s, she was right
ly hailed on the tombstone erected by novelist Alice Walker as
"A Genius of the South." Yet a third was Mary McLeod
Bethune, a South Carolinian by birth, who founded the
Daytona Educational and Industrial School for Negro Girls
now part of Bethune-Cookman College in 1904. The first
president of the National Council of Negro Women, she served
as advisor to every president from Coolidge to Truman.
During this era, Florida was a reliable component of the
political "Solid South." After the state’s disputed electoral
votes were awarded to Republican Rutherford B. Hayes in the
so-called Compromise of 1876, effectively ending
Reconstruction, Florida and the other southern states moved
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in various ways to disfranchise black voters, and for decades
thereafter southern white voters were "solid" for the
Democrats, the party of white supremacy and states’ rights. In
17 of the next 18 presidential elections Florida gave its votes to
the Democratic candidate, usually by lopsided majorities. Like
several other southern states, Florida balked at the Roman
Catholic "wet" Al Smith, in 1928, and went for Herbert
Hoover, but in 1932 it returned to the Democratic column
with a 74 percent vote for Franklin Roosevelt. Not until the
Eisenhower-Stevenson campaigns of the 1950s were presiden
tial elections in Florida truly competitive.
As political scientists Merle and Earl Black have shown, the
South’s most consistent "yellow dog Democrats" who would
vote for a yellow dog before a Republican were whites from
rural areas with large black populations 30 percent or more.
In 1920 nearly all of Florida north of Orlando and east of
Panama City fit that description, containing 35 percent of the
state’s voters. That percentage was the same as Louisiana’s and
higher than that for Alabama; only South Carolina, Georgia,
and Mississippi were more "Southern" than Florida, in this
sense.
But 20th-century urbanization and migration patterns
changed all that-and nowhere more than in Florida. In every
southern state there are now fewer rural counties with larger
black populations; and a smaller percentage of voters live in
even the counties that used to be such counties. As the Blacks’

statistics show, however, this is especially true-startlingly
true-of Florida. By 1980 there were only four such counties in
the state, all on the Georgia border Gadsden, Jefferson,
Madison, and Hamilton, and they contained only a negligible
1 percent of Florida voters. The only other southern state with
as low a percentage was Texas. When a presidential candidate
these days decides to simply write off white southern conserva
tive votes, as Al Gore did in 2000, he will lose most of the
South-but not necessarily Florida.
Of course, a major factor in making Florida less southernpolitically and otherwise-has been the influx of non-southern
residents that began in earnest with the land boom of the
1920s. As early as 1930, some 30 percent of Florida’s residents
had been born outside the South. Among other southern
states only Virginia, at 11 percent, was in double digits. By
1980, a majority 51 percent of Florida’s residents had been
born outside the South. These newcomers
brought "non-Southern" ways with them;
and they settled in concentrations large
enough that they were able to sustain these
"non-Southern" ways and pass them on to
succeeding generations.

A

nd the "non-Southern" ways
they brought came in many
different flavors. Even before
the 1920s, Florida was the
most ethnically diverse of the
southern states with the possible exception
of Texas, which had, of course, a lot more
room in which to be diverse. The
Seminoles, although few in number, were
nevertheless one of the largest Native
American groups east of the Mississippi.
Greek sponge fisherman had settled in
Tarpon Springs where their descendants

now make up over one-sixth of the popula

a suggestion: In his boundary-drawing book The Nine Nations
of North America he splits the state, putting northern Florida
with the rest of the South, in Dixie, while South Florida goes
in the "nation" Garreau calls The Islands, with the Caribbean.
He names Miami as the capital of The Islands.
But let’s not be hasty. Although it’s true that Florida is now
the least "Southern" state in the South, much of the South
now seems to be following Florida’s lead. Could it be that
Florida is not out of step at all, but rather setting the pace?
Consider: What is typical of the South these days? Not the
Black Belt, or Appalachia, or South Texas; the old patterns of
rural poverty persist in those parts, but most southerners don’t
live there. As Peter Applebome observed in his book Dixie
Rising, the tone for the whole region is increasingly set by the
metropolitan South, by places like Atlanta and Charlotte and
Nashville. We heard a good deal about this South in 1976,
when Jimmy Carter’s election provoked a
lot of blather about an emerging "Sunbelt."
That was an exaggeration, a caricature,
maybe a bad idea, certainly premature, but
it contained a grain of truth, if not an entire
peck.
When I look around me in North
Carolina these days, what I see is new jobs,
new subdivisions, new shopping centers,
new people, and new problems, too-espe
cially ecological ones. In the l99Os North
Carolina’s population grew by 21 percent,
an increase almost as great as Florida’s 24
percent. Yankees are retiring to our moun
tains, to our coast, to our golfing communi
ties in between. Many have come by way
of Florida and are known as "halfbacks"
because they’ve moved halfway back to

These newcomers
brought "non
Southern" ways with
them; and they set
tled in concentrations
large enough that
they were able to
sustain these "non
Southern" ways and
pass them on to suc
ceeding generations.

tion. The cigar industry had brought
Cubans, Spaniards, Italians, and Germans to
Ybor City. But after 1920, migration to the
Sunshine State also gave the state’s Gold
Coast the third-largest concentration of Jews in the United
States, after New York and Los Angeles. More recently,
Greater Miami has become home to a majority of the nation’s
Cuban Americans; South Florida’s Latin American and
Caribbean connections have also given the state most of the
South’s Central and South Americans, Puerto Ricans,
J amaicans, Barbadians, and Haitians; and the labor needs of
agriculture have given southwest Florida a concentration of
Mexican-American agricultural workers rivaled in the South
only in Texas.
So, as my wife and I asked, would we put Florida in the
South these days, if there were anywhere else to put it? It we
define the South as where "Southerners" live, maybe not. Only
a bare majority of Floridians-Si percent-tell the Southern
Focus Poll that they are "Southerners," the lowest percentage
by far of any southern state. And in South Florida,
"Southerners" are a decided minority. Writer Joel Garreau had

where they came from. Our "Hispanic"

population quadrupled between 1990 and
2000, to some 5 percent of the total-and
these are the ones we know about.
Throughout the South, we’re having to
adjust to unprecedented religious diversi
ty-not just more Catholics and Jews but
more Muslims and Hindus and Buddhists. One reporter for
the Atlanta Journal Constitution offered a characteristically
"Southern" response: She wrote an etiquette book on how to
deal with non-Christian friends.
Walker Percy saw this coming as long ago as the l960s. In
The Last Gentlemen 1966, Percy’s character Will Barrett
observed that "everything was being torn down and built anew.
The earth itself was transformed overnight, gouged and filled,
flattened and hilled, like a big sandpile. The whole South
throbbed like a diesel." Does this sound familiar? If present
trends continue, what it means to be "Southern" is certainly
going to change. And that could mean, ironically, that Florida
will again be one of the most "Southern" of the southern states.
JOHN SHELTON REED is William Rand Kenan, Jr. Professor
Emeritus of sociology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill and co-editor of the journal, Southern Cultures.
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Culture of Color
Arid Contrasts
Plastic-coated gator heads, café cubano, fiddlers,
wedding-cake palaces, painted dreamscapes, grits,
Hurston, Hemingway, soul-Florida s got it all.

FLORIDA

ART

A creative mixture
of different visions
By Kristin G. Congdon
is Florida art?
Does such a specific
category exist?
Perhaps Robert
Rauschenberg, one of
our most famous resi
dent artists, can provide an answer. His
1997 work, Florida Psalm [Anagrams A
Pun], represents our state as a disjointed
song. He gives us images of a Cracker
house, a person sitting on a porch, an alli

gator, a license plate, a beach umbrella, a
tanned body on a beach, and a tropical
flower. Most of us would agree that all
these things represent Florida. But perhaps
even more importantly, what
Rauschenberg presents us with is not that
all these items exist in our state; rather he
gives us a way of experiencing our envi
ronment that applies to contemporary life
in the United States, and especially in
Florida.
Looking at and thinking about Florida

is like quickly looking at snapshots of vari
ous kinds of images that don’t always fit
together and don’t tell any one story. It is
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like flipping through stations on a televi
sion set when you have satellite or cable
connections. Flashes of numerous images
hit your brain. They may or may not make
sense. You eventually settle on one televi
sion show, or you turn off the TV.
Likewise, when you are looking for
Florida art, there are so many places to
"land" but seemingly little or no connec
tion among all the possibilities.
Rauschenberg teaches us to understand
that our life space is disjointed and that
we somehow put it all together on one
canvas, or in one lived experience. Think
of contemporary life in the United States
as being like a zine a do-it-yourself, smallcirculation, self-published magazine made
up of appropriated images and ideas and a
mix of music styles and contexts or hip

hop gone wild. Florida would be at the
center of this American zine. Some of our
art is about mixing and hybridity.
Sometimes it is about fakes, artificiality,
and kitsch. It is sometimes entertaining,
sometimes seedy. It can be about displace
ment and migration. It is deeply affected
by the light and the landscape, both
human-built and natural. It is about
change, decay, oddities, and the unexpect
ed. And it is also about our unabandoned
dreams. Looking at Florida art is like going
to a flea market. Anything can be found,
but seeing these items all together on a
table can be wild and jarring. This is
Florida; this is our art.
Florida and its art are so disparate
because the state’s history and ethnic
make-up are so multidimensional.

saints live in the forests outside cities,
and we have another kind of mixing that
reflects Florida’s diversity. Another kind
of Cuban influence is brought to Miami
by Eusebio Escobar, who makes elaborate
costumes used in the Santerla religion.
Maria Brito’s sculpture and installations
also draw from her Cuban heritage, but it
is mostly about psychological traps, some
times having to do with being female and
confined.
Edouard Duval Carrie’s paintings and
three-dimensional work draws on Haiti’s
history, socio-political realities, and the
Vodou religion. Almann Ulysse, who like

L

Duval Carrie comes from Haiti, reflects
on his heritage but in a very different
way. Ulysse flattens out steel drums and
cuts the metal in traditional designs
derived from his hometown of Croix des
Bouquets. Florida’s art often "feels" like

Caribbean art, especially in Miami.

Left: José Bedia, Lucero Negro, 1993.
Above: Robert Rauschenberg, Florida
Psalm [Anagrams A PunJ, 1997.

Spaniards founded St. Augustine in 1565;
more recent immigrants include
Mexicans, Cubans, Haitians, Puerto
Ricans, Peruvians, and numerous other
groups from Central and South America,
Europe, Asia, and every other part of the
world. As Haitians, Cubans, and various
other groups make an impact on the
rhythm, color, and tastes of Miami,
Asians, Puerto Ricans, and snowbirds cre
ate their own tempo and aesthetics in
Orlando. Florida’s artistic heritage comes

from everywhere.
While aesthetic preferences often trav
el with immigrants across the waters, they
can also come from elite power centers in
the art world, like New York, Chicago, or
Los Angeles. While Robert Rauschenberg
carries on a dialogue with the academic
art world and lofty big-city museums,
other artists speak to the Caribbean expe
rience. Miami’s José Bedia, for example,
has deep roots in his Cuban homeland,
but he also draws inspiration from Angola
and the Rosebud Lakota Reservation in
South Dakota. Add to that his interest in
popular culture and the spirituality of
Palo Monte, a religion based on the clas
sic Kongo idea that special spirits or

If the mixing of ideas and cultural rep
resentations speaks to Florida’s identity,
so too might their contradictions. Florida
is a dreamscape full of promise and oppor
tunity as well as a swampy trap filled with
muck and deception. Its artwork can lure
us into its grip, yet leave us with discom
fort. By mixing images, Gainesville artist
Jerry Uelsmann’s photographs often
depict Florida skies and vegetation, but
they are surreal and perhaps unknowable
except in our imaginations.
Florida’s landscape is enticing to many
artists. Clyde Butcher, who came to
Florida in 1980, is drawn to the
Everglades. He photographs the places
and spaces that are inaccessible to most
of us, like the ghost orchid he captures on
film. This orchid is a much sought-after
treasure, hidden in the mosquito-infested
mangroves of South Florida. This is an
orchid that astonishes us with its beauty
and rarity. The real-life story of The
Orchid Thief is told by Susan Orlean and
retold in the film Adaptation. Like John
Laroche, the man who "steals" a rare
ghost orchid, Florida’s art and artists are
often wild, unusual, and oddly appealing.
We can be drawn to them, and yet
remain somehow oddly apart.
Florida’s lush landscape has inspired
numerous other artists. A.E. "Bean"
Backus, for example, knew South
Florida’s earth space and vegetation well.
Reflecting on Florida’s palm trees, he
claimed that other painters couldn’t com
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prehend them: "It is just as
This page, right: Earl Cunningham,
individual as an Oak or an
Seminole Village Deep in the
Elm. Even the old Cabbage
Everglades, circa 1965. Below:
Palm is an individual.
Edouard Duval Carrie, La Cour
Northern painters-good
Miracule du Dagbo HouNon, 1995.
painters-say they look like
Opposite page, top: An old-shoefeather dusters." Taking his
turned-sculpture by Moma Johnson.
lead, a small group of Fort
Middle: Christo and Jeanne-Claude,
Pierce African-American
Surrounded Islands, 1983. Bottom:
jerry Uelsmann, Untitled, 1996.
youth, later labeled as the
Highwaymen, painted Florida
landscapes quickly and brilliant
ly. With energy and ambition,
they sold their often still-wet
canvases to individuals and
businesses up and down the
state’s East Coast.
From his small shop on St.
George Street in St. Augustine,
Earl Cunningham also painted
brightly colored Florida land
scapes, only his are more like
seafaring scenes with images
that seem to cross time and
space. It is as if the memories of
his traveling days collided,
allowing him to depict experi
ences in ways that are extreme
ly vivid and imaginative. Also
connecting to seascapes, and
sensing imminent change in
Florida’s heavenly skies,
called Surrounded Islands. For only two
Sarasota artist Helen Sawyer repeatedly
weeks, six million feet of pink fabric was
painted the brooding atmosphere over
the shores of the Atlantic Ocean and the placed around 11 islands in Miami’s
Biscayne Bay. This was the artists’
Gulf of Mexico.
response to Claude Monet and his famous
water lilies. From the air, these huge
ome artists visit Florida and
works of art were water lilies-Florida
create what might be called
Florida art even if they aren’t
style. Sewn by many Cuban-born textile
workers, it took 400 helpers an entire day
in the state for long. For exam
ple, in 1863, Louis Mignot
to wrap the islands. In true Florida style it
painted Sunset Over FlOrida
caused quite a bit of controversy with
Hammock, successfully capturing an
environmentalists. One activist called
intense evening sky. In a similar manner,
himself the "Count of Anti-Cristo,"
William Morris Hunt painted a peaceful
engaging in the kind of political theatre
that continues to thrive in Florida.
scene, View of the St. Johns River in 1874,
Understanding the power of Florida’s
and Thomas Moran captured Fort George
Island in 1880, with another glowing
light and our delight with kitsch and
Florida sunset. Even Winslow Homer,
things that are fake, Christo explained,
Thomas Moran, George Inness, and
"Look at the way it [the fabrici grabs the
Herman Herzog painted many Florida
sunlight. It is so artificial-like pink neon
landscapes.
against the blue pigment of the water."
This, bright Caribbean pink and green
One of the most famous contemporary
Florida artworks, done by two nonartwork, packed with controversy and
international attention, is pure Florida.
Floridians, is a Christo and JeannePartly because the light in Florida is so
Claude earthwork, created in 1983 and
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brilliant, artists love to
work with it. Painters
using watercolor, acrylic,
and oils can be found
everywhere creating
seascapes, sunsets, and
tropical flowers that dis
play our stunning
Florida sunlight. But
that’s not all we see in
our landscape. We also
see strange architecture,
neon signage, big orange
sculptures, roadside
attractions made to look
like alligators, and shell
shacks galore. In keep
ing with this mish-mash
of a landscape, Dma
Knapp responds to her
Miami Beach environ
ment with traditional art materials-and
with what she finds in her surroundings.
It may be fake flowers, plastic coverings,
and all manner of kitsch. Miami’s culture
is full of bad taste that, taken in some
contexts, becomes fun, quirky, even deli
cious. The Sculls Sahara, Haydee, and
Michael play off the humor of it all, fus
ing Havana’s color and tempo with
Miami Beach’s playfulness. Their artwork
is not only encased in a frame, it is worn
on their bodies in the form of 1950s
Havana clothing. Their attire and
appearance are duplicated in their paint
ing, speaking to Florida’s extremes. Their
work is Latin; it is bold, loud, and some
times hilarious.
Many other artists besides Dma Knapp
and the Sculls make use of their environ
ment, both in resources and in imagina
tion. In the 1930s, Aggie Jones, a pio
neering businesswoman, assembled one of
Florida’s first tourist attractions by con
structing a bone yard in Lake City. Key
West artist Stanley Papio fabricated

Although many locations in Florida
might claim to be art centers, especially
Miami, Sarasota, and increasingly
Orlando, the truth is that all parts of
Florida are in some ways artistic. You must
just be willing to open your definition of
art to include neon images, homemade
signage, tourist art, prehistoric Indian
mounds, and unusual architecture. All
kinds of people and organizations have
brought artistic recognition to our state,
including artists like Andre Smith, who
founded and built the Maitland Art
Center, John and Mable Ringling, who are
responsible for the noteworthy collection

and artists who could easily be mentioned.
In December 2002, Miami Beach hosted
Art Basel, an extravagant and successful
international art event, which is sched
uled to take place again this December.
This is one of many art events, large and
small, that take place around Florida.
We are a state made of travelers, dream
ers, and entertainers. We delight in our
Spanish moss, hibiscus, and waterways and
call this paradise. But we also recognize
that we must live with fire ants, huge
roaches, wild pigs, sharks, and jellyfish.
Hurricanes and sinkholes can change our
landscape in a matter of minutes. These

Although many locations in florida might claim
to be art centers, especially Miami, Sarasota,
and increasingly Orlando, the truth is that all
parts of florida are in some ways artistic.

works from junk metal and Edward
Leedskalnin worked for 28 years building
a castle from coral in Homestead for a
lost love. Moma Johnson, an artist from
St. Petersburg, is so full of fantasy that
she can make art from almost anything,
including an old shoe, Styrofoam meat
trays, and old plastic soap bottles.
Northern Florida is more rural, more
conservative, and more clearly defined
by African Americans and "Crackers"
than the rest of the state. Quilts by artists
like Carrine Porter splash her space with
contrasting colors, while Nancy Morgan
creates in more subtly composed color
schemes. While quilts are made to com
fort, Bartow artist Bettye Williams paints
nostalgic memory scenes about growing up
in North Florida. Life may have been diffi
cult because of poverty, but the represen
tations that have grown out of the experi
ence bring pleasure.

and museum in Sarasota, and the numer
ous people who established other collec
tions at the Cornell and the Morse in
Orlando, the Orlando Museum of Art, the
Norton in West Palm Beach, the Cummer
in Jacksonville, the Dali in St. Petersburg,
the Ham in Gainesville, the Morikami in
Deiray Beach, the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Miami, and many,
many others. Florida collectors and gal
leries are increasing each day, as are
numerous other benefactors, art lovers,

facts remain in our collective
consciousness. But in the
calm, we bask in Florida’s
glory. We understand change.
We have a long history, but we
look very different today than
we did just 50 years ago. We
have Seminole artists like
Brian and Pedro Zepeda who
recreate traditional beadwork,
basketry, and clothing. We
have artists like Johnny Meah,
who paints sideshow banners.
And we have Doris Leeper
who started the Atlantic
Center for the Arts in New
Smyrna Beach, made large site-specific
abstract sculptures, and lived to integrate
art and nature. We may not like or accept
all parts of Florida’s artistic make-up, but
most Floridians enjoy its mixture, all the
while anticipating the next change.
KRISTIN G. CONGDON, a member of
the University of Central Florida art depart
ment faculty for 15 years, recently became a
UCF professor of film and philosophy.
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From sacred to salsathe sounds of culture
By Robert L. Stone
i’s folk music ranges from
Anglo-American, European,
and African traditions rooted
in the colonial period to the
passionate songs and pulsing
rhythms sung and played by
more recent immigrants from the
Caribbean, Central and South America,
and Asia. While much of the music is
easily accessed through media, festivals,
and tourism, some of it is little known
outside community contexts. Other
forms, including lullabies and play songs,
seem so ordinary they are easily over
looked. What follows is just a brief
overview of some of the folk music made
and enjoyed by Floridians from several
cultural communities.
European Americans who settled in
Florida brought the fiddle, or violin,
which they used primarily to play dance
music. Today, old-time country fiddlers
are found throughout Florida, with the
heaviest concentrations in the
Gainesville and Tallahassee areas. They
play for community dances and at weekly
"pickin" sessions, compete in contests,
and saw away for two glorious days and
nights at the annual Florida State
Fiddlers Convention, held in Alachua
County since 1981. While there is no dis
tinctive fiddle style associated with the
state, several Florida fiddlers have
achieved renown. In 1938, Ervin Rouse
of Miami composed one of the most pop
ular fiddle tunes ever, "Orange Blossom
Special," in honor of the luxury train that
shuttled snowbirds from New York to
Miami. Rouse’s brother and musical
partner, Gordon, may have contributed to
the lyrics, but the copyright attributes
words and music to Ervin T. Rouse.
Lake City resident Chubby Wise was
just a teenager when he joined Bill
Monroe and the Blue Grass Boys in 1945.
Many consider Wise the first fiddler to
play in the "bluegrass" style Monroe was
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developing at that time.
Today, bluegrass-a sort of souped-up
version of old-time music played on fid
dle, mandolin, banjo, guitar, and bass-is
enjoyed at jam sessions and festivals from
Key West to Pensacola. Vassar Clements
has contributed his inventive fiddling to
ensembles ranging from the Blue Grass
Boys to the Grateful Dead and the
Boston Pops. Clements, whose work
appears in more than 2,000 recordings,
was born in the Panhandle hamlet of
Kinard and lived for years in Kissimmee.
African Americans played a major role
in shaping the music of Florida. Slaves
sang field hollers, work songs, and reli
gious folk songs called spirituals, often

communicating coded messages through
song texts. After Emancipation, those
early forms of music were drawn upon to
create blues, ragtime, jazz, and gospel.
Musicians in Pensacola, some of whom
have family connections to New Orleans,
continue a classic jazz tradition. Ray
Charles Robinson honed his musical
skills on Ashley Street, known in the
1940s as "Jacksonville’s answer to
Harlem." Charles helped lay the founda
tion for "soul" music with his artful blend
of blues, jazz, and gospel influences. He
was raised about 40 miles west of
Tallahassee, in rural Greenville, and edu
cated at the Florida School for the Deaf
and Blind in St. Augustine.

Opposite page: The Lee Boys "Sacred Steel"

gospel group. Above: Fiddler Leo Pitt of West
Palm Beach. Below: Norteño band Groupo

Impecable performing at the Cinco de Mayo fes
tival, Mascotte, 2003.

Contemporary rap and hip hop may be
considered variants of the time-honored
African-American practice of rhymed,
syncopated chants traditionally employed
in toasts, sacred songs, and sermons.
Cuban musical forms have had a
tremendous influence on the music of
other Latin American countries, the
United States, and the rest of the world.
Of the 833,000 Cuban Americans in
Florida, more than 650,000 live in the

Miami area, according to the 2000 U.S.
census. In addition to more mainstream
contemporary genres such as salsa and
Latin jazz, Florida’s Cuban Americans
continue to perform a wide variety of tra
ditional music, ranging from the predomi
nantly Hispanic punto de guajiro to the
African rhythms of Orisha worship.
Punto de guajiro is a lyrical form based on
decivnas, a verse form popular in 16thcentury Spain. In Cuba, the peasants, or
guajiros, adopted the form in songs about
love or daily life. The singers sometimes
compete by improvising songs within the
form. Musicians usually accompany punto
de guajiro with the Cuban tres, a small
guitar with three sets of double or triple
strings, and the land, or Spanish lute.
Rhythmic accents are added by tapping
hand-held hardwood cylindrical claves
and scraping a guiro, a gourd instrument

forms, bomba and plena. Like their Cuban
counterparts, Puerto Rican musicians are
key figures in the various forms of Latin
jazz and popular music, which draw heav
ily from African-based traditions.
In Orlando, the Latin Music Institute
offers instruction in Puerto Rican music
and supports La Rondalla de Orlando, an
ensemble of more than a dozen musicians
that emphasizes the cuatro, the small
Puerto Rican folk instrument of the gui
tar family.
Numbering nearly 364,000, people of
Mexican descent are the state’s thirdlargest Hispanic community. While mari
achi music is commonly found at restau
rants and theme parks, most of the music
enjoyed by working-class Mexican
Americans is unknown to the general
public. On weekends, Mexican
Americans pack halls in farming towns
from the Everglades agricultural
area to the Panhandle to dance
the night away to pulsing buttonaccordion musica norteña literally,
music of the north bands that
play the Mexican music roughly
equivalent to country music in the
United States. Equally popular are
grupos tropicales that pump out the
Mexican version of the cumbia,
originally an Afro-Columbian
dance music form, and other popu
lar tropical dance music.
Although people from the
Caribbean have been living and
working in Florida for centuries,
the influx of immigrants has been
at an unprecedented level in the
past few decades. Contemporary
southern Florida offers a rich
soundscape of spicy Caribbean
music.
Traditional Bahamian junkanoo
activities, which combine music,
ROBERT C STONE
dance, parade and masquerade
with requests for money, reflect
strong West African roots in combination
originally used in indigenous Caribbean
music.
with influences from British mumming
Florida is also home to nearly a halfand May Day masquerades, Elaborately
million people of Puerto Rican descent,
costumed junkanoo groups-largely per
with the largest concentrations in the
cussion ensembles complemented with a
Miami, Broward County, and Orlando
few wind instruments-perform in the
areas. Three varieties of traditional music Goombay Festival, which draws more
are identified with Puerto Rico: the
than a half-million revelers to the old
Hispanic-influenced jIbaro mountain
Bahamian section of Coconut Grove
farmer and the two African-influenced
each June. It is the largest black street
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festival in the United States.
Nearly 163,000 Haitians have settled
in Miami-Dade and Broward Counties,
many in a 200-square-block area in
northeast Miami commonly known as
Little Haiti. Haitian music includes rara,
a traditional Vodou festival genre; music
called mizik rasin, which has neo-tradi
tional roots; and the infectious popular
dance sound of konpa. These forms are
distinguished by strong West and Central
African influences and lilting choral
singing in KreyOl, the popular language of
the island.
The Trinidadian steel drum, or pan,
tradition has spawned a handful of steelbands in South Florida. As in Trinidad,
the repertoires of the bands are eclectic.
For example, selections played by the
21st Century Steel Orchestra of Miami
include calypsos by Lord Kitchner, Glen
Miller’s big band classic "In the Mood,"
contemporary pop tunes, original compo
sitions by leader Michael Kernahan, and

bines its annual Independence Day cele
bration with one of the largest reggae fes
tivals in the United States.
raditional Asian-Indian
music is closely tied to the
Hindu religion and is an
integral part of life for many
Indians living in Florida.
More than a quarter of the
266,000 Asians who call Florida home
are of Indian descent. In addition to play
ing ancient instruments such as the sitar,
santur, and tabla, Indian musicians play
Western instruments such as the violin
and flute. Indian cultural associations in
several of the state’s larger cities present
public concerts on a regular basis. To help
keep the traditions vibrant in Florida,
guest artists are often brought from India
to give concerts and to teach aspiring
musicians.
Chinese Americans constitute one of
the state’s largest Asian populations, with
46,368 residents. They are the third-

Springs at most Greek social functions
and at a number of area restaurants and
nightclubs. Beginning in 1905, Tarpon
Springs was settled largely by Greek men
brought from the Dodecanese Islands to
harvest sponges from the Gulf of Mexico.
Now the area is home to one of the
largest Greek communities in the United
States. The most popular Greek instru
ment heard today is the bouzouki, a longnecked member of the guitar family.
Much less common, but still vital to the
community are the clarinet, Cretan lyra
a type of three-string fiddle, and the
laouto, or lute.
The religious freedom guaranteed by
the U. S. Constitution fosters a rich array
of sacred music. Because the music is

Florida is home to a number of troubadours
who accompany themselves on the guitar
while singing at coffee houses, concerts, and
festivals. Many are inspired by two legends...
Handel’s "Hallelujah Chorus."
Community steelbands participate in
the annual Carnival held on Columbus
Day weekend in Miami. They also play at
restaurants patronized by tourists, on
cruise ships, and at private parties. In
recent years, an increasing number of
steelbands have been organized at educa
tional institutions, from elementary
schools to colleges.
Dozens of Jamaican reggae bands play
in Florida. Miami has several Jamaican
neighborhoods and has become a major
reggae center. There are also large
Jamaican sections in Lauderhill in south
ern Broward County, and in western
Palm Beach County near the sugar cane
fields. The Jamaican community com
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largest Asian community. Filipinos are
second at 54,310. A handful of worldclass Chinese musicians in Orlando play
ancient instruments such as the zheng
zither, pipa lute, and erhu two-string
fiddle in theme parks and restaurants.
Although they number less than 9,000,
Pacific Islanders have a significant musi
cal presence in Florida. The largest com
munities are in the Orlando area, where
many work as entertainers in the tourism
industry. At events such as the annual
Ho’ike Hawaii dance competition in
Orlando, Pacific Islanders take the oppor
tunity to play music, chant, and dance for
their own enjoyment and cultural expres
sion, rather than for entertaining tourists.
Live music is enjoyed in Tarpon

intended for use within religious commu
nities, sacred music traditions may evolve
with little influence from outside the
individual sects. African-American sacred
music includes older traditions such as
hymn "lining." This is when the song
leader calls out the next line of a hymn
just before the congregation sings itoriginally used for congregations that
either had no hymnals and/or weren’t
able to read. Other African-American
sacred music includes a capella quartets
and more recent forms such as praise
bands and mass choirs. The House of
God, a black Holiness-Pentecostal sect,
has a unique and compelling electric steel
guitar musical tradition with connections
to the Hawaiian popular music fad of the

1930s. The music was virtually unknown
outside the sect for 60 years until House
of God steel guitarists began to play for
public programs and make recordings in
the mid-1990s. Today audiences world
wide are moved by Florida "sacred steel"
musicians who make their instruments
moan, wail, and rock at festivals and on
concert stages. Venerated masters and a
healthy crop of younger musicians ensure
the vitality of the tradition as they play
Opposite page: Charles Kealeialiha sings
at the 2003 Ho’ike Hawai’i dance compe
tition. This page, left: Gus Mans of New
Port Richey plays the Cretan Iyra. Below:

Miguel Lanzo of Orlando plays a Puerto
Rican bomba that has been in his family
for ISO years.

passionately for worship services in more
than 50 small churches scattered
throughout the state.
Orisha worship, sometimes called
Santerfa, is the growing Afro-Cuban folk
religion practiced by an estimated
100,000 people of Cuban descent-both
black and white-other Hispanics, and
non-Hispanics in Southeast Florida. It is
based primarily on Yoruba religious prac
tices brought to Cuba by West Africans.
The music associated with Orisha wor
ship is probably the most African of all
Afro-Cuban music. For the most impor
tant ceremonies an ensemble of three
double-headed, consecrated, hourglass
shaped batd drums is employed. Singing is
often in the African Lucumi language.
Florida is home to a number of trouba
dours who accompany themselves on the
guitar while singing at coffee houses, con
certs, and festivals. Many are inspired by
two legends: master storyteller, humorist,
and fingerpick guitarist Gamble Rogers
and "Florida’s black-hat troubadour," Will
McLean. Rogers and McLean, both now
deceased, composed and performed
Florida-themed songs; today’s troubadours
carry on this tradition with compositions
ranging from lyrical praises of the state’s
endangered environment to songs with
wry humor and biting social comment,
like "The Rat That Ate Orlando," by
Miamian Valerie Caracappa. Several fes
tivals feature Florida singer-songwriterstwo of the largest are named for Rogers
and McLean. The granddaddy of them all
is the Florida Folk Festival, held annually
since 1953 on the banks of the Suwannee
River at the Stephen Foster State Folk
Culture Center in White Springs.
From rollicking, old-time fiddling to
passionate Holiness-Pentecostal steel gui
tar, steamy Afro-Cuban drumming, and
clever coffeehouse commentary,
Floridians express themselves through
many musical forms. Some traditions
change more slowly than others, but all
are affected by the complex environ
ment-both natural and man-madecalled Florida. The music reflects the
character of the state, simultaneously
rooted in centuries past and plunging
headlong into the new millennium.
ROBERT L. STONE is Outreach
Coordinator for the Florida Folklife Program.
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Many voices, all genres thrive in the sun
By Maurice O’Sullivan
n the prologue to his influential
Ideas of Order 1935, Wallace
Stevens attempts to describe why
he fled the seductive "ever-fresh
ened Keys" for the "leafless.. wintry
slime" of Connecticut. Entitled
"Farewell to Florida," this elegiac account
of the poet’s final return from Key West
to life as an insurance executive in
Hartford contrasts a turbulent, vital, everchanging Florida with the cold, orderly
North.
Such extravagant complexity, verging
on chaos, has always characterized
Florida’s physical environment-and its
literary landscape as well. In today’s
Florida, for example, Cuban-American
poets mingle with the authors of Crackercowboy stories at the Miami Book Fair,
while Southern Gothic novelists from
Tampa and Tallahassee regularly vie for
bookshelf space with writers of Florida
noir and Space Coast science fiction.
This rich collision of writing and cul
ture is nothing new. By the time the
British founded Jamestown in 1607, we
Floridians already had an extraordinary
collection of poems and narratives, myths
and adventure stories. Unlike the literary
history of Virginia, however, no single
strand of language, culture, or values
knits our literature neatly together. While
much of our earliest literature is in
Spanish, for example, like the remarkable
16th-century poems of Bartolomé de
Flores, Juan de Castellanos, and Fray
Alonso Gregorio de Escobedo, one of our
finest early works is an English book by a
French naval captain. Jean Ribaut’s exu
berant The Whole and True Discoverye of
Terra Florida 1563 describes the French
Huguenot expedition he had led the pre
vious year. And even after almost twoand-a-half centuries of Spanish and
British rule, along with the increasingly
powerful influence of the new, relentlessly
English-speaking United States to its

I
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north, the first novel about Florida
appeared in French, François-René de
Chateaubriand’s Atala 1801.
Perhaps more than any other single
characteristic, this ability to embrace rad
ically different traditions without forcing
them to assimilate
defines our literary histo
ry. The year after
Wallace Stevens made
his first trip to Florida in
1916, the elegantly
patrician William Dean
Howells fondly recalled
A Trip to St. Augustine
while Ring Lardner’s
Gullible’s Travels satirized
our winter pretensions in
his distinctive urban ver
nacular. As Stevens was
shaping his allusively
symbolic poems about
Key West, Pulitzer
Prize-winner Stephen Vincent Benét
described the journey of his Minorcan
ancestors to New Smyrna in his poetic
novel Spanish Bayonets 1926; James
Weldon Johnson recreated the sermons
he had heard as a child in his native
Jacksonville in God’s Trombones: Seven
Negro Sermons in Verse 1927; Zane Grey
took time from writing westerns to focus
on fishing off Long Key; and John Dos
Passos used his experimental styles to
explore the Florida land boom in The Big
Money 1936. Dos Passos introduced
Ernest Hemingway and his spare under
statement to the Keys, soon to be fol
lowed by the Bohemian Elizabeth Bishop.
At the same time, Zora Neale Hurston
was capturing the African-American
voices of her childhood world of
Eatonville and Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
the Cracker voices of her adopted Cross
Creek.
These writers merely suggest the sur
face of our literary history during one
brief window of time. Throughout our
history, Florida has always experienced a

Critics and scholars
have offered various
attempts to synthesize
our literature in
whole or in part.
For almost all, the key
is florida’s distinctive
and complex
geographic and
human landscape.

Harriet Beetjj Stewe

Opposite page: Harriet Beecher Stowe and her home in Mandarin.
This page, top: Palmetto Leaves was written in 1873. Bottom:
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings, who captured the Cracker voices of her

adopted Cross Creek.
vigorous competition
of voices attempting
to define its distinc
tive qualities. In the
18th century, Oliver
Goldsmith lamented
the effect of British
emigration to Florida
in The Deserted Village
1770 just as William
Bartram was bringing a
Romantic sensibility to
celebrating our wilder
ness, Bernard Romans
an engineer’s eye to
defining our topography,
and William Roberts a
naturalist’s training to
exploring West Florida.
After Florida became part
of the United States in
1821, Ralph Waldo
Emerson captured the
contradictions of St.
Augustine in his Journals
with a distinct New
Englander’s ambivalence, George McCall
boasted of his military and sporting life in
Letters from the Frontiers 1830, and in
1834 Davy Crockett’s Life spun tall tales
of his adventures pursuing Creek Indians
in the Panhandle while John James
Audubon’s Ornithological Biography offered
a painter’s view of the flora and fauna of
what would soon be our southernmost
state.
Florida’s ability to embrace radically
different visions appears in two enor
mously popular writers who moved to the
state late in their careers. Harriet Beecher
Stowe used some of her profits from Uncle
Tom’s Cabin 1852 to settle in Mandarin
shortly after the Civil War. Her account
of the pleasures of life along the St.
Johns, Palmetto Leaves 1873, attracted
not only Mark Twain and William Cullen
Bryant to her riverfront home but also an
enormous number of visitors who hoped
to catch a glimpse of the woman they
believed had sparked the Civil War.
About 220 miles west of Mandarin,
Caroline Lee Whiting Hentz, a

Massachusetts native, lived in Marianna
with her French husband, Nicholas.
There she wrote a series of best-selling
novels celebrating antebellum plantation
life, including one of the most widely
read rebuttals of Uncle Tom’s Cabin, The
Planter’s Northern Bride 1854.
After the Civil War, writers flooded
into Florida. John Muir walked to the
Gulf; Sidney Lanier and Lafcadio Hearn
toured by riverboat; and Silvia Sunshine
pursued the state’s legends. In fact, since
the 1880s it is almost impossible to name
a major American writer-from Henry
James, Theodore Dreiser, and Sinclair
Lewis to John Knowles, James Michener,
and Robert Ludlum-who has not spent
time in Florida. While many found the
Sunshine State a perfect place to winter,
others merely visited to fish with Papa
Hemingway, party with Tennessee
Williams, or dine with Marjorie.
Few areas of the country can match the
talent that gathered in South Florida
alone. Besides Stevens, Bishop,
Hemingway, and Williams, it became
home to an eclectic community of
Pulitzer Prize- and National Book
Award-winning poets like John Ciardi,
James Merrill, Richard Wilbur, A.R.
Ammons, and Donald Justice. Joining
them were writers like Joy Williams,
Thomas McGuane, Alison Lurie, Philip
Caputo, Robert Stone, Thomas Sanchez,
Peter Matthiessen, Marjory Stoneman
Douglas, Rachel Carson, and Anne
Morrow Lindbergh. And with Miami as
its heart, the area has attracted the great
est concentration of crime-fiction talent
in the world. Ever since Davis Dresser,
writing as Brett Halliday, introduced
Mike Shayne in 1939, South Florida has
nurtured or attracted Charles Willeford,
John D. MacDonald, Ed McBain, Randy
Wayne White, Elmore Leonard, Carl
Hiaasen, Edna Buchanan, James Hall,
Dick Francis, Les Standiford, Barbara
Parker, Paul Levine, Carolina Garcia
Aguilera, and Stuart Kaminsky.
At the same time that classic and
experimental crime fiction flourishes
there, Miami has recreated itself as a vital
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center of Caribbean culture with writers
like Carolina Hospital, Ricardo Pau
Llosa, Virgil Suarez, and Geoffrey Philp.
Such odd couplings appear throughout
the state. In the Tampa area, Jose
Yglesias, Dionysio Martinez, and Nib
Cruz evoke the history of Ybor City
while Peter Meinke and Sterling Watson
nurture young writers. The Panhandle
has witnessed Victor Nunez’s remarkable
trilogy of films as well as the vital
Anhinga community of poets sur
rounding Van Brock and Rick
Campbell. And Central Florida has
been home to the only two Pulitzer
Prize novels set in the stateMarjorie Kinnan Rawlings’s classic
tale of Cracker culture, The Yearling
1938, and James Gould Cozzens’s
portrait of life at the Orlando Air
Force Base, Guard of Honor 1948.
It’s also home to the first American
novel published simultaneously in
English and Spanish, Orlando
attorney J. Joaquin Fraxedas’s The
Lonely Crossing of Juan CabreralLa
Travesia solitaria de Juan Cabrera
1993.
It’s clear that Florida has a long,
impressive, and diverse literary tra
dition, one that stretches from the
stirring Narrative of Cabeza de Vaca
1542 and the first poem by some
one known to have lived in North
America, Nicholas be Challeux’s
Huitain 1565, to Nib Cruz’s 2003
Pulitzer Prize-winning play about
Tampa, Nina in the Tropics. Why,
then, are we so rarely represented in
American literary anthologies and

histories? Aside from Zora Neale Hurston
and Ernest Hemingway, Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings and John D. MacDonald, how
many Florida writers can most people
name? With the oldest literary tradition
in North America, why are we so little
known?
Part of the answer is that so much of
our early literature is in languages other
than English. But another part is that

Zora Neale
Hurston wrote
Mules and Men
in 1935. At
left, an illustra
tIon by Miguel

Covarrublas
from a recent

edition.
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although many of those writers settled in
Florida for long periods, we associate
them with other regions. Robert Frost
may have spent the last three decades of
his life wintering in the exuberantly lush
chaos of Miami and Key West, but we
continue to identify him with the austere
winters of New England. Although
Nobel laureate Isaac Bashevis Singer
moved to Surfside in 1973 and lived
there until his death in 1991, his
work continued to evoke Eastern
European and urban American
ghettos. Tennessee Williams
might epitomize this complex
relationship between many
American writers and geography.
How narrowly can we define a
writer born in Mississippi and
educated in Missouri who adopt
ed Tennessee for his name and
became intimately connected
with New Orleans despite
spending much of his last 40
years in Key West and New
York?
While it is easy not to think
of Frost, S er, and Williams as
they wrnn

Two of Key West’s best-known resi
dents: Ernest Hemingway far left
and Tennessee Williams.

nothing-about Florida, even many of
those who have shaped our literature are
rarely considered Floridians. William
Bartram’s Travels framed the way the
world saw this exotic Eden and inspired
Samuel Taylor Coleridge to write Kubla
Khan, Wallace Stevens’ and Elizabeth
Bishop’s Key West poems helped define
20th-century American literature; and
the exiled 1956 Spanish Nobel laureate
Juan Ramon Jimenez celebrated the city
which re-inspired him in Los Romances de
Coral Gables 1957. But Bartram will
always be the colonial Philadelphia natu
ralist, Stevens the Connecticut insurance
executive, Bishop the Massachusetts and
Brazilian adventurer, and Jimenez the
most popular Spanish writer since
Cervantes.
In this most mobile and diverse of all
states, we certainly cannot expect our
writers to be natives. But what if, like
Albery AlIson Whitman, the former slave
who wrote our unofficial state epic, The
Rape of Florida 1884, or Stephen Foster,
author of our official state song, "Old
Folks at Home," they never even visit the
state? Florida may be unique in the num
ber of writers like Oliver Goldsmith and
Walt Whitman who have added to its lit
erature without ever seeing it. It is unlike
ly that either our first novelist,
Chateaubriand, or Hart Crane, whose
posthumous Key West appeared in 1932,
ever reached Florida. Even Stephen
Vincent Benet first visited the state his
family had helped settle in 1941, some 15
years after publishing Spanish Bayonets.

third part of the puzzle of
our low profile is the
absence of a significant
body of critical literature
about our tradition. Anne
owe’s The Idea of Florida
in the American Literary Imagination
1986 and Kevin McCarthy’s study of
selected Twentieth-Century Florida Writers
1996 are the only broad book-length
studies; although individual authors e.g.,
Zora in Florida [1991] and The Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings Journal of Florida
Literature and genres e.g., Crime Fiction
and Film in the Sunshine State [1997] are
gaining increasing attention. We do,
however, have two very valuable biblio
graphic works: Jeanette Gardner’s An
Annotated Bibliography of Florida Fiction
1801-1980 1983, with its chronologi
cal, title, subject. and locale indexes, and
Kevin McCarthy’s The Book Lover’s Guide
to Florida 1992, an extensive literary
travel guide.
Although all of these works have many
virtues, they have only begun tracing the
breadth and depth of our literature. On
the other hand, ever since Vivian Yeiser
Laramore Rader, our second poet laureate,
began publishing an annual series of col
lections of poems by Florida poets and
poets visiting the state in the 1930s, we
have had a fine tradition of anthologies,
including ones that focus specifically on
everything from Key West writers and
Panhandle poets to classic mysteries and
contemporary science fiction.
Critics and scholars have offered vari
ous attempts to synthesize our literature
in whole or in part. For almost all, the

key is Florida’s distinctive and
complex geographic and human
landscape. Kevin McCarthy has
suggested that the heart of
Florida literature is the "symbiot
ic relationship of writer to land,"
a relationship that is often
"rocky" Book Lover’s Guide, 6.
Anne Rowe, who concentrates
on writers after 1821, sees
Florida as "an untapped natural
resource, an untapped imagina
tive resource, waiting for eco
nomic and spiritual or imaginative exploitation.., the image of
a tropical, lush ‘Good Place" Idea of
Florida, 9. Maurice O’Sullivan and Jack
Lane find each new generation of immi
grants in the state’s history re-imagining
that resource and attempting to re-invent
the state according to its vision. While all
those visions revolve around the "desire
for renewal, re-creation, rejuvenation,
and regeneration" symbolized by the
perennial connection of this band of flow
ers with the biblical Eden The Florida
Reader [1991], 12, an essential conflict
inevitably arises from the competing
visions of Eden described in the opening
of Genesis. That first book of the Bible
presents Eden as both a paradise offering
unlimited possibilities of effortless gain
and a lovely, fecund garden requiring
effort and discipline to harvest its riches.
As we continue attempting to compre
hend and celebrate our ever-growing,
ever-changing literary tradition, we need
to recognize that it will constantly elude
any attempt at simple definition or easy
description. But the ability to live with
paradox and contradiction has always
been part of our history as Floridians. If
we can welcome both the mockingbird
and alligator as official state symbols and
relish both the Silver Spurs Rodeo and
the Cable Ocho Open House as official
state events, we can certainly embrace a
literary heritage that connects Cross
Creek to Key West, Lake City to Ybor
City, and Marianna to Miami.
MAURICE O’SULLIVAN is Kenneth
Curry Professor of Literature at Rollins
College.
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Pilfering wildlife
for curios and cash
By Jack E. Davis
‘ve lived in Florida for 35 years and
have been drawn to its bird life for
as long. But I’ve never seen in the
wild the pastel symbol of Florida’s
tropical beauty: the pink flamingo.
It doesn’t exist in the wild anymore
in Florida. Its cock-legged, artificial coun
terpart, a kitschy cliché seen in many
front yards, is the real symbol of Florida
today, a place that has been reconstituted
into one giant plastic-coated theme park.
Even so, Florida still embodies natural
attractions. Many are extracted from the
environment and converted into retail
commodities for the dusty shelves of peo
ple who want a unique keepsake of dis
tinctive Florida. Unlike a century and a
half ago, when Florida collectibles first

I
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became popular, and when the flamingo
still lived here, these days a trip into the
swamp or jungle is no longer required for
the acquisition of one of nature’s novel
ties.
Today’s traveler merely has to pull up at
a truck stop, such as the one I recently
visited off Interstate-75 in Central
Florida. Inside a splintered peach basket
next to the cash register is an ill-sorted
collection of alligator heads, cut off square
just behind the eyes and preserved by a
coat of glossy polyurethane. Jaws are fixed
open, and they display the alligator’s
familiar rolling smile of spiked teeth. The
heads retail for $9.99 for small ones and
$23.99 for the "jumbo" size. You can also
buy back scratchers, made from the claws
of small alligators, and necklaces made
with teeth of various sizes. When alive,
most of these alligators never knew a wild
swamp. Their dismembered parts are mar
keted after being harvested from farmraised and wild "nuisance" alligators.
Not too long ago, when Florida’s camp.

sa lucius was considered endangered and
Americans were beginning to embrace a
new environmental consciousness, reallife alligator paraphernalia was hard to
find. The reptilian allegory of wild Florida
had been elevated from its lowly status as
a mere curiosity and allowed a temporary
reprieve by surrogates: stuffed polyester
dolls, blow-up rafts, carved cane handles,
and other manufactured products in gator
motif.
Yet the truck stop, in spite of its elec
tronic cash register and steady stream of
flashy big rigs, seems not far removed
from 19th-century Florida. Retailers
around the state engaged heavily in the
alligator trade then. A visitor to
Jacksonville in 1895 said of local shops: "I
saw [alligators] stuffed and skinned,
turned into bags, or kept in tanks and
boxes and cages; their babies made into
ornaments or on sale as toys; their claws
used as purses, their teeth as jewelry, their
eggs as curios." In the 1910s, Bill
Carpenter kept as many as a thousand

Opposite page: A
fanciful Miami mural
pays homage the
pink flamingo, an
enduring Florida
symbol. This page,
top: Baby alligators

have been turned
into souvenirs for
more than a centu
ry. Bottom: Tourists
at Kissimmee’s
Gatorland.

Florida’s earliest version of the amuse
ment park was the roadside attraction,
which put nature on display. At Trapper
Nelson’s Loxahatchee River homestead,
for example, tourists were treated to alli
gator wrestling and snake-charming. A
botanical complement was offered at
places such as Fairchild Gardens in
Coconut Grove and Sunken Gardens in
St. Petersburg with "the world’s largest
gift shop", all of which brimmed with
native and imported plants that rein
forced the notion of Florida as a tropical
paradise. At world’s fairs and expositions,

Unlike a century and
a half ago, when
Florida collectibles
first became popular,
these days a trip into
the swamp or jungle
is no longer required
for the acquisition of
one of nature’s
novelties.
babies in pens behind his store in St.
Petersburg and shipped them as live nov
elties to customers around the country.
Such popularity took a toll on the alli
gator population. During his two-year
sojourn in Florida in the 17 70s, naturalist
William Bartram noted that alligators
were so thick in the water "that it would
have been easy to have walked across on
their heads." But beginning in the 1880s,
tens of thousands of hides, rolled up and
packed in wooden barrels, left Florida
annually for leather companies in the
Northeast and Europe, a total of 2.5 mil
lion hides between 1880 and 1894. In
addition, the ecosystem lost an unrecord

ed number of alligators when hunters
booted nests for eggs.
The state’s many creatures and plants
were once in great vogue. The wetlands
environment, flush with exotic wildlife,
and a burgeoning national culture of
leisure were largely responsible for the
early popular interest in visiting Florida.
The nation’s newspapers and magazines,
including Harpers and Beadle’s, found
good copy in Florida’s subtropical land
scape; and adventure novels, such as Kirk
Munroe’s Wakulla: A Story of Adventure in
Florida, added to the state’s wilderness
mystique. Americans had always been
lured by the odd and unusual displayed for
them at amusement parks, like the new
one at Coney Island, and even national
parks, bike the wondrous Yellowstone in
Wyoming.

state boosters were not above exploiting
wild creatures to paint a tantalizing image
of Florida. After selling his curio shop and
plotting to get rich in Florida’s real-estate
boom, Bill Carpenter and a companion
attempted to promote St. Petersburg by
traveling across the country with a live
alligator named Trouble.
Along with observing Florida wildlife,
people also wanted to possess specimens
of it. Culled from natural settings, much
of the state’s distinctive flora and fauna
became storefront commodities. Novelties
of nature were sold in the shops along
Jacksonville’s Bay Street, known as
"Curio Row," as early as the 1870s.
Describing Bay Street in a contemporary
travel guide, the southern lyricist Sidney
Lanier wrote, "These curiosities are sea
beans, alligator’s teeth, plumes of herons
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and curlew’s feathers, crane’s wings, man
grove and orange [wood] walking canes,
coral branches, coquina figurines, and
many others."
The market for such items gave rise to
an army of commercial wildlife hunters.
They penetrated the Fakahatchee Strand
for orchids, combed the beaches of south
west Florida for sea shells, waded through
nearby swamps to cut cypress knees, plun
dered the shores for sea turtles and turtle
eggs, and set up ambushes on mangrove
islands everywhere for plume birds. The
state passed laws to protect wildlife. But
before a permanent Game and Freshwater
Fish Commission was established in 1943,
creating a detachment of state wildlife
wardens, the laws did little more than
turn legal hunters into unrepentant
poachers. Market demand hardly abated,
and the money made from harvesting
Above:

wildlife remained ever seductive. For
profit and personal desire, businessmen,
tourists, and locals were destroying the
very things that gave Florida its special
allure.
ost prized among
nature’s novelties
were the elegant
feathers of Florida’s
wading birds. Egrets,
herons, roseate
spoonbills, ibises, pelicans, and others
added a colorful fringe to virtually every
vista before the late 19th century. These
birds were so plentiful in the skies that
people used to say that the "air is alive."
Writing in 1908, Frank Chapman of the
American Museum of Natural History
observed that the big bird was "one of
the most distinguished figures of the

Florida wilds." Tragically, they possessed a
coveted beauty that invited their slaugh
ter.
The demand for plume birds was gener
ated by the multimillion-dollar millinery
industry in New York and Europe, which
trimmed women’s hats with feathers of all

A wild orchid. Below: Once prized for their plumage, today Florida’s wading birds are shot only by the occasional tourist’s camera.
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ARCH ITECTURE

Fanciful designs fuel
fantasies of paradise
By Donald W. Curl
n the postwar 1920s, architects in
Florida created a new, innovative
style of building design. With its
towers and ornate trims, its arches
and sometimes-palatial dimensions,
its wrought-iron balconies, pastel
stucco walls, red-tile roofs, and occasional
chimney pots, this style promised the
romance of exotic lands-with American
plumbing as one historian put it. The
style reflected Florida’s Spanish past, but
also heralded the state’s future as a fanta
sy destination for tourists seeking excite
ment, escape from the ordinary, relax
ation, and pleasure.
This architectural style usually is called
Mediterranean Revival or Med-Rev,
but it was in fact a new style that became
completely identified with the state.
While the Florida architects of that peri
od recognized the contributions of the
state’s Spanish heritage in many existing
buildings, they refused to be tied to a sin
gle tradition or type. They often traveled
to Europe, and all had extensive libraries
filled with books that lavishly illustrated
examples of historic Mediterranean archi
tecture. The buildings they designed
included Spanish, Venetian, Tuscan,
North African, and Moorish motifs from
every historical era. And they designed
almost every type of building, from highrise offices, barge hotels, churches, city
halls, train stations, and movie palaces, to
houses of every size.
Of course Florida also has a mixture of
other architectural styles common to the
other states of the American South. But
the Mediterranean style is the only archi
tectural contribution that originated in
Florida.
Since Spain ruled Florida for almost
two-and-a-half centuries, one might
assume the establishment of a solid foun
dation for a rich Spanish architectural tra
dition. This failed to happen. The most
monumental of all surviving Spanish
structures is the Castillo de San Marcos in

I
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St. Augustine. That magnificent 1 7th-cen
tury coquina castle remains a wonderful
Florida landmark, though hardly an exam
ple of Spanish architectural style. The
cathedral of St. Augustine, Government
House, and the St. Francis Barracks sur
vive from the Spanish era, though in
greatly altered forms. A number of St.
Augustine houses date from the colonial

period, but they, too, have been altered.
When the United States acquired Florida
in 1821, Spanish building traditions were
quickly exchanged for those of neighbor
ing southern states.
More than a half-century later, develop
er Henry M. Flagler once more turned to
Florida’s Spanish heritage when he was
planning the construction of the Ponce de

Opposite page: Miami
Beach became the center

the modern Art Deco
movement of the ‘30s.
This page: The Pensacola
City Hall top and Villa
of

Vizcaya, which one critic
called "the finest house

ever built in the United
States" bottom.

Since Spain ruled
Florida for almost twoand-a--half centuries,
one might assume the
establishment of a solid
foundation for a rich
Spanish architectural
tradition. This failed to
happen.

Leon Hotel in Sr. Augustine. At his
request, architects John Merven Carrere
and Thomas Hastings designed the hotel
in a Spanish style. Flagler felt this would
be appropriate, considering St.
Augustine’s special place in national his
tory. A St. Augustine tourist before he
decided to build the hotel, Flagber also
realized the romantic Spanish-connec
tions potential for luring tourists.
Lacking a model in St. Augustine, the
architects turned to Spain itself and
selected Spanish Renaissance-style archi
tecture for the hotel. Carrere and
Hastings, both trained at the Ecole des
Beaux-Arts in Paris, also designed
Flagler’s second St. Augustine hotel, the
Abcazar, and Grace Methodist Church in
the same Spanish Renaissance style. For
the Flagler Memorial Presbyterian
Church they chose motifs from Venice’s
St. Mark’s Cathedral, pointing the way
for the architects of the 1 920s. When
Franklin W. Smith’s Villa Zorayda and
Casa Monica Hotel renamed the
Cordova when taken over by Flagler are
also considered, St. Augustine’s heritage
is well documented in its 1880s architec
ture. The hotels also marked a new scale
for the city. Moreover, all of the build
ings were innovative because of their
poured-in-place, coquina-aggregate con
crete walls. In a state known for its
wooden hotels, Flagler and Smith’s struc
tures were truly revolutionary.
While Flagler created his east coast
resort, Henry B. Plant built his railroad
to the west coast and developed the city
of Tampa. He commissioned John A.

Wood, a New York architect, to plan the
Tampa Bay Hotel, another Florida fanta
sy resort. Completed in 1891, the redbrick Moorish- or Islamic-revival build
ing had horseshoe arches, onion domes,
minarets, and crescent-moon finials.
Although this style had little to do with
Florida’s Spanish heritage, and much to
do with attracting tourists to Tampa, it
pointed to a new direction for the archi
tects of the 1920s.
As Flagler extended his railroad and
hotel empire south of St. Augustine, he
abandoned the Spanish style. For Flagler,
the ancient city had a Spanish heritage,
though not the rest of the east coast of
Florida. He opened the lakefront Hotel
Royal Poinciana in Palm Beach for the
1894 season, the oceanfront Palm Beach
Inn in 1896 changing its name to the
Breakers after a major enlargement in
1900, and built the Hotel Royal Palm in
Miami in 1897. McGuire and
MacDonald constructed all of these
hotels, and may also have designed them.
All were wood frame with clapboard sid
ing painted "Flagler yellow," trimmed in
white, and with green shutters. Certainly,
no contribution to a distinctive Florida
architecture.
One critic cabled Villa Vizcaya "the
finest house ever built in the United
States." The magnificent villa, set on the
shores of Biscayne Bay in Miami, was the
work of New York architect F Burrall
Hoffman, Jr.
James E. Deering, heir to a farm
machinery fortune, commissioned
Hoffman to design a villa around the art,
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furniture, and architectural artifacts he
had collected over the years in Europe.
On one of his trips to Italy he discovered
the 16th-century Villa Rezzonico on the
Brenta River near Venice. The villa’s four
massive towers and monumental central
courtyard served as the model for Vizcaya.
Hoffman, a Harvard and Ecole des
Beaux-Arts graduate, later said his job
was like putting together a gigantic puz
zle. Deering took possession of the villa
on Christmas Day 1916.
Lengthy, illustrated articles on Vizcaya
appeared within a year in The
Architectural Review, Vogue, and other
professional and popular periodicals. The
local architects knew the villa and could
easily find aspects of its design to use in
their own work. Perhaps more important
for the development of a new architec
ture in the 1920s, the Vizcaya labor force,
sometimes as many as a thousand men,
contained a number of skilled workmen
and artisans. Many remained in the area
and greatly facilitated the construction
boom of the early 1920s.
As early as the first decade of the 20th
century, the Mission style became popular
in many areas of Florida. Based loosely on
Spanish-colonial churches, the style is
characterized by curvilinear or bellshaped dormers and gables, or flat roofs
with parapets, often finished with a single
row of red roof tiles. The style’s stucco
walls are often punctuated by round arch
es supported by piers and with towers
capped by small domes. Carrere and
Hastings designed a large Mission-style
residence in Palm Beach at the turn of
the century. August Geiger, a pioneer
Miami architect, designed the Homestead
School in 1914; and, in 1915, he
designed both the Miami City Hospital
today known as the Alamo and the
Beaux-Arts Shopping Center in Palm
Beach. Even in the Panhandle, Frederick
Ausfeld’s 1905 plans for the Old
Pensacola City Hall today, the T. T.
Wentworth Jr. Florida State Museum
were in a highly ornate Mission style.
During the 1920s, the style became popu
lar throughout the state when builders of
moderately priced houses found the style
inexpensive to construct.
Early in the l920s, Florida’s new
Mediterranean style emerged. While the
architects of this new style recognized the
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Spanish buildings of Carrere and
Hastings, the work in the Mission style,
and Southern California’s SpanishColonial and Spanish-Baroque styles,
they opted to borrow from the architec
tural bounty of five Mediterranean coun
tries to create a style that allowed greater
variety in design and produced moreimpressive buildings. This style, used
throughout the decade by almost all of
the architects of the state, became associ
ated in the public mind as the architec
ture of Florida.
any architects moved
to Florida to take
advantage of the land
and building boom in
the post-World War I
period. Among the
first was Richard Kiehnel of the
Pittsburgh firm of Kiehnel and Elliot. He
designed El Jardin, a bayfront Coconut
Grove house with Churrigueresque, or
Colonial Baroque detailing, particularly
found in its elaborate cast-stone door and
window surrounds and in its frieze. After
completing El Jardin, Kiehnel opened a
Miami office of his firm and became a sig
nificant force in Florida architecture. For
many years, he edited Florida Architecture
and Allied Arts, the yearbook of the South
Florida chapter of the AlA. He also
designed projects in Miami, Miami
Beach, and Coral Gables that included
houses and such prominent buildings as
the Scottish Rite Temple, Coral Gables
Congregational Church, Coral Gables
Elementary School, and Miami Senior
High School. He also planned St.
Petersburg’s Royat Hotel and Snebb
Arcade Building and several buildings on
the Rollins College campus in Winter
Park, including the Annie Russell
Theater.
Addison Mizner, at the time a New
York architect, came to Palm Beach a
year later and designed the Everglades
Club on the shores of Lake Worth. The
club, Spanish Colonial in style, had a
large, four-story tower capped by a
mirador; a smaller bell tower; an arcaded
patio modeled on one at the Alhambra;
cast-stone window surrounds; and a sim
ple arched entry. It opened for the 1919
season as the resort’s first exclusive pri
vate club, and it propelled Mizner into

the position of one of Florida’s bestknown architects during the 1920s. After
designing the club, Mizner designed an
oceanfront villa for Palm Beach grande
dame Eva Stotesbury, and houses for the
Munn brothers, all completed in 1919.
This established Mizner as the resort’s
society architect. He designed Casa di
Leoni in 1921 directly on Lake Worth
and used Venetian windows and door sur
rounds and a gondola landing under the
living room. Playa Riente appeared as a
massive Spanish Gothic palace rising
from the ocean beach, while Casa
Bendito had thick, stone walls, an octag
onal tower, and a covered and arcaded
swimming pool incorporated into the
house.
Mizner’s sensitivity to site and climate
can be seen in the way he opened his
houses and clubs to loggias, patios and
courtyards, and terraces. He often

Good design did
exist in Florida as the
architects of the post
war Sarasota School
proved, though public
taste seemed to run to
more traditional
eclectic styles.
designed U-shaped plans just one room
deep to take advantage of the natural
ventilation and to provide private out
door space in the enclosed area. His
asymmetrical buildings had stucco walls,
often roughly finished to give greater
depth and texture. They also had red-tile
roofs, with the tiles imported from Latin
America and Europe or made by his own
workshops in West Palm Beach; window
and doorways deeply encased in cast
stone surrounds that he also made in his
workshops; and wrought-iron balcony
rails and window grilles. Mizner also liked

Henry

M. Flagler’s Breakers

Poinciana, above and Henry

Hotel

B.

originally the Hotel Royal

Plant’s Tampa Bay Hotel right.

to place many chimney pots on his roofs
and employ towers to give his buildings
distinctive skybines and to project height,
because he said he found Florida "flat as a
pancake."
The Via Mizner and Via Parigi rank as
his unique contributions to urban design
in Palm Beach and are the buildings that
created Worth Avenue as one of the
world’s great shopping destinations. Both
vias contain meandering alleyways lined
with shops, restaurants, and open patios
on the first floor, and offices and apart
ments on the second and third floors. The
Via Mizner includes a large five-story
tower, which served as Mizner’s town
house, connected by a second-floor
enclosed bridge to his offices and design
studios.
Mediterranean buildings can be found
in every part of the state, and many other
architects made notable contributions to
the style-such as James Gamble Rogers II
in Winter Park and Orlando; Harry M.
Griffin in Daytona Beach; Franklin 0.
Adams, Jr. and Jefferson M. Hamilton in
Tampa; and Dwight James Baum in
Sarasota. But the largest concentration of
Mediterranean-style buildings can be
found in the cities in southern Florida.
Schultze and Weaver, the New York firm,
became active in South Florida in the
mid-1920s. In 1925 it completed the
Miami Daily News Tower and, in 1927,
the Biltmore Hotel in Coral Gables. Both

were high-rise
buildings
inspired by the
Giralda Tower
of Seville. The
firm’s 1927
Ingraham
Building in
downtown
Miami looked to
Renaissance Florence for its inspiration as
did the new Breakers Hotel in Palm
Beach, completed in 1926.
H. George Fink arrived in Miami in
1904. After working for Carl Fisher on
Miami Beach, he joined his cousin
George Merrick in Coral Gables where he
completed many of the development’s
earliest houses. While conceived as a
Spanish city, Merrick’s Coral Gables also
commissioned a series of eclectic "vil
lages" designed by prominent architects.
These included Chinese, Italian, French
Normandy, Colonial, and Dutch South
African villages.
The collapse of the Florida land boom
in 1925-26 and the coming of the depres
sion in 1929 took its toll on
Mediterranean-style architecture. By the
mid-1930s, it seemed too pretentious and
expensive for a depression era. For some,
Art Deco became the new style.
Although buildings in various Art Deco
styles can be found in every section of the
state, Miami Beach became the center of

this modern architectural movement,
with dozens of hotels, shops, apartments,
and houses constructed in the 1930s. The
trend did not survive World War II. After
the war, small ranch houses became the
developers’ solution to style, while office
buildings and Morris Lapidus’s "hotels of
the year" such as the Fontainebleau of
1953 and Eden Roc in 1955 were often
glass-walled variations on the internation
al school.
Good design did exist in Florida as the
architects of the post-war Sarasota School
proved, though public taste seemed to run
to more traditional eclectic styles. By the
bate 1980s, that style had once again
become Mediterranean.
But there are differences
between the styles of the
1920s and today. Philip
Johnson’s design for the
Metro-Dade Cultural
Center of 1983 may be
responsible for the popu
larity of the new style.
Beth Dunlap, writing in
the Miami Herald, said
its design "changed not a
skyline but the course of
architecture in Miami."
The best of the new
Mediterranean style is
more pristine than the original. While
stucco walls, red barrel-tile roofs, and
wrought-iron balconies and grilles have
been retained, cast-stone window and
door surrounds have become more
restrained and are often used as a single
focal point of the design. In Johnson’s
version, a post-modern sensitivity can be
seen in the straight, clean lines of the
buildings. Often, asymmetrical facades
with towers and roof-height variations are
more usual.
While a William Morgan may be
responsible for first-rate modern buildings
in Jacksonville and other parts of the
state, and Miami’s Arquitectonica may be
on the cutting edge of contemporary
design, popular taste seems once more to
have embraced the eclectic
Mediterranean styles as its choice for
Florida’s architecture.
DONALD W. CURL is a retired profes
sor of history at Florida Atlantic University.
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Cooters to churrosfood with attitude
By Tina Bucuvalas
tep up to the Florida buffet
and have some grits and
grunts. Or maybe you’d pre
fer your grits with Red Cat,
Butter Cat, or Butt Headspiced with just a drop of
Bottled Hell or Old Sour. Be sure to
try a serving of swamp cabbage, and
don’t pass up the carambola, cooter,
and calbaloo stew. Wash it all down
with mamey juice, and then sip on
coffee that is so strong it leaves
grounds in the cup for fortunetebbers to
read. For dessert, there will be sweetpotato pudding, coconut pudding, rice
pudding, or Queen of All Puddings
you’ll love the guava paste.
And that’s just a sampling. Florida’s
full buffet is so huge and varied that you’ll
have to come back again and again. It
features an international mix of culinary
styles adapted to ingredients grown,
raised, or caught in and around our sub
tropical peninsula. While the newest
menu items come from Asia, Eastern
Europe, and South America, we’ll con
centrate on the foods most associated
with Florida: those from America’s South
and Northeast, and from Europe, Africa,
and the Caribbean. These foods evolved
as people from different cultures brought
different cooking traditions to Floridaand broke bread together.
In the Florida Keys, for example, the
Bahamians, Cubans, Spanish, and
Americans developed a unique cuisine
based on seafood, ethnic dishes, and tropi
cal crops bike avocados, plantains, guava,
coconuts, and key limes. The conch shell
fish was such an important staple eaten
in salads, fritters, sandwiches, and chow
der that Keys natives became known as
Conchs.
Since fresh milk wasn’t readily available
on the Keys, Conchs used canned, con
densed milk as the basis for many recipes.
When they combined it with juice from
their exceptionally bitter, regional variety

S
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An authentic Florida meal might include
syrup made from sugarcane above or
swamp cabbage right. Mary Burruss
makes Greek Easter eggs in Tarpon
Springs opposite page.
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of limes, they created the famous
key lime pie. Another dessert, called
Queen of All Puddings, is vanilla
custard made with evaporated milk
and bread or crackers and topped
with guava paste and meringue.
Other sweets include calamondin a
small, spicy orange, guava, and sea
grape jellies.
But it’s the sours that Conchs
can’t live without. In Palmetto Country,
Stetson Kennedy noted that a Conch
would gladly swap a bottle of whiskey for
a bottle of "Old Sour," a seafood condi
ment made from key lime juice, hot bird
peppers, and other ingredients. Old Sour
can be used to spice a Keys favorite: grits
and grunts. Grunts-small, bottom-feed
ing fish caught on the beach or from
bridges-get their name from the loud
grunts they make as they are pulled from
the water. People relied on grunts to feed
their families during hard times, but still
relish the fish during the good times, too.
"If you let the Conchs get into your fish
box," observed South Florida native Peter

Douthit, "they’ll take out the grunts and
leave that snapper and yellow tail there."
Grunts are fried or boiled, then served hot
with buttered grits, hot pepper, and Old
Sour or fresh lime juice.
Grunts are also popular with
Crackers-not the kind you eat, but the
longtime Florida residents who live in
rural areas around the state. Their food
ways are based on those of the American
South. Aside from grunts, their fish
favorites include catfish and mullet. Of
the many types of catfish-which include
Red Cat, Butter Cat, and Butt Head-the
Channel Catfish from Lake Okeechobee
is regarded as the best. Fried catfish is fre
quently served with hush puppies and

grits.
Mullet-fried, roasted, or smoked-is
also served with grits. It is most popular in
North Florida where some hearty souls
even eat it for breakfast. Its large, heavy
scales, thick skin, and plentiful oil make
mullet ideal for smoking because its flesh
remains moist throughout the six- to
eight-hour smoking process. Some people
make smokers from old refrigerators or 55gallon drums. The seasoning and the type
of wood used for smoking-usually green
oak or bay woods-are important to the
finished product.
Aside from fish and grits, Cracker meals
might include swamp cabbage, greens,
gopher turtle, frog legs, biscuits, sugarcane
syrup, venison, cooters soft-shelled tur
tles, sweet potatoes, possum, dumplings,
cracklin’ cornbread, pot likker, rabbit,

peas, and peanuts. They also added foods
such as chitterlings the small intestines
of pigs that were made available to them
during the slavery era. Today in communi
ties such as Eatonvible, foods such as those
described by author Zora Neale Hurston
may still be sampled-including chicken
perlau chicken with rice and seasonings,
grits and fish, quail, cooters, hot peanuts,
hoecakes, and cane syrup.
One dish shared by Crackers and
African Americans is Hoppin’ Johnblack-eyed peas, rice, and hog jowl-often
served on New Year’s Day to bring good
luck. This dish is probably related to the
one-pot cooking traditions of West Africa.
Barbecue is another southern food that
cuts across all social classes and ethnicities
in Florida. Pork, beef, and chicken are
roasted over various types of woods. The

peppers, but many households still grow
their own.
Minorcan foods are not as well known
as Florida’s Cuban cuisine. Cuban floodways have become an important part of
the local cuisine in South Florida where
they have even inspired fast-food chains
like Polbo Tropical. In Miami, Little
Havana and other predominantly
Hispanic neighborhoods are dotted with
open-air fruit and vegetable stands that
mirror the markets of Latin America and
the Caribbean. Tropical produce such as
mamey a large, russet fruit with a pinkto-orange flesh, plantains, and carambola
also known as "star fruit" are always
available there or in small local grocery
stores called bodegas. During hot after
noons, street vendors ply their wares from
brightly painted hand-pushed or bicycle-

The delectable mix of foods
at the Florida buffet keeps growing
as more people move to the state
from around the world.

chicken, pork, beef, gravy, mayhaw jelly
made from the tart, red fruit that grows
on a type of hawthorn tree, and berries.
Although modern times have influenced
cooking methods, the cast-iron skillet
remains an important tool. Some Cracker
families still boil up syrup from sugar cane,
or raise bees, to provide sweeteners for
their food.
To these foods derived from southern
cooking, African Americans added
African spices and recipes and ingredi
ents, including okra, yams, black-eyed

smoked meat is often chopped or shred
ded and served with sauce and bread or
buns-though the cuts, sauces, and side
dishes change from town to town. Sauce
recipes some spiced with hot peppers are
jealously guarded, with frequent claims to
being the best in the world. In Florida,
thousands of roadside stands with brilliant
chefs sweating over homemade grills offer
some of the best barbecue you will ever
taste.
Hot peppers play a major role in
Minorcan cooking traditions-brought to
Florida in the mid- 18th century by
colonists recruited from Greece, Corsica,
Italy, and Minorca, a Mediterranean
island off the east coast of Spain. The
fiery green or orange datil pepper, which
is integral to Minorcan cooking, is made
into jelly or sauce. The locals call the
strong datib-pepper sauce "Bottled Hell."
The peppers are also used in "cook-down
seasoning," a key ingredient in many dish
es. There are commercial growers of datil

driven carts, small stationary stands, or
trucks. Sometimes they announce their
presence with cries traditionally heard in
their home countries. Their products
include peeled oranges, pineapples, or
melons; granizados snow cones with
exotic flavors such as tamarind, coconut,
and mamey; churros crisp, fried dough
strips dipped in sugar; pumpkin or
coconut candies; and roasted peanuts in
paper cones.
Strong coffee is a staple of daily life for
Cuban Americans and many other peo
ple in Miami. It is no secret the wild,
high energy of this electric city is fueled
by café cubano. It’s sweet, concentrated,
and drunk in tiny servings throughout the
day. On any Cuban commercial street in
Miami, numerous shops serve the coffee
for clients seated indoors or standing at
the small window-counters that face onto
the street. In homes, people make it on
the stove in small espresso makers. Café
cubano is sometimes mixed with milk and
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A Florida Sampler
Minorcan Cook-Down
Seasoning
1/2 lb. bacon

1 chopped green pepper
4 chopped onions
2 16 oz. Cans tomatoes
1 or 2 whole datil peppers
1/4 tsp. Thyme
salt and pepper to taste
Cut bacon into small pieces
and brown in iron skillet. After
bacon is browned, remove and
save. Sauté the chopped green
pepper and onion in the
remaining bacon drippings until
pieces turn slightly transparent
One or two whole datil peppers
are added according to taste
and may be removed after
cooking. Add remaining ingre
dients and "cook-down" over
low heat, stirring frequently,
until it reaches the right consis
tency. If it is to be used in
pilau, the seasoning should be
the consistency of tomato
paste-it must be so thick that
you can push it to one side of
the skillet and it will stay there.
Recipe from Geraldine Maguire,
courtesy of the Florida Folklife
Program/Florida Department of
State
Minorcan Shrimp Pilau
1 lb. Bacon
2 chopped green peppers
4 chopped medium onions
2 1 6-oz cans of tomatoes
1 or 2 whole datil peppers
2 c. white long grain rice
2 lbs cleaned shrimp
3 cups water
1/4 tsp thyme
salt and pepper to taste
Prepare cook-down seasoning
to consistency of tomato paste.
Add water and bring mixture to
boil. Add rice and shrimp,
reduce heat, and cook slowly
for 1 hour, or until rice is done
and serve.
Recipe from the Florida Folklife
Program/Florida Department of
State
Key West Old Sour

6-8 key limes
2-4 bird peppers
1 T. salt
Squeeze enough key limes to
make one or more cups of
juice. The pulp should be
strained. For each cup of key
lime juice add one tablespoon
of salt. Bird peppers are added
to taste but 2-4 of the small hot
peppers is usually enough. The
mixture ferments two to four

weeks at room temperature in
a tightly stoppered bottle and
keeps for about a year.
Recipe from the Florida Folklife
Program/Florida Department of
State
Sour Orange Pie
1 c. sugar
1/4 cup and 1 tsp corn starch
1/4 tsp salt
1 cup sour orange juice
1 cup boiling water
3 egg yolks
2 T grated orange rind
2T. butter
Combine sugar, cornstarch and
salt. Add boiling water gradual
ly. Cook the mixture until
smooth and thickened, stirring
constantly. Add one cup sour
orange juice, stirring well, and
cook fifteen minutes. Blend in
butter and grated orange rind.
If the mixture is too sour for
your taste, you may want to
add less orange juice. Turn into
a baked pie shell, cover with
meringue, and bake until
brown.
Recipe from Carl Allen, courtesy
of the Florida Folklife
Program/Florida Department of
State
Hoppin’ John
Black-eyed peas soak
overnight
Hog jowl
Rice
Salt and pepper to taste sea
soning salt is good
Onion
Butter
Water
Put hog jowl in water and boil
for about 5 minutes then rinse.
The peas cooking in a separate
pot are boiled for about 10
minutes, then drained and
rinsed. Cover peas with more
water and add hog jowl. Add
butter, seasoning salt, and pep
per to taste. Let this cook
about 30 minutes, then add
chopped onions and let cook
for an hour. Then add washed
rice and let cook until done
about 30 minutes on very
slow heat
Recipe from the Florida Folklife
Program/Florida Department of
State
African American Fried
Greens

5 slices smoked bacon,
chopped
1 bunch collard greens
1 large spoonful lard
Wash and chop the greens.
Melt the lard in a large pot,
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then add the bacon. Cook
bacon about 5 minutes.
Add the greens and cook
about 1/2 hour, then serve.
Recipe from Angie Scales,
Miami, courtesy of the
Historical Museum of
Southern Florida
Jamaican Carrot Juice

2 lbs. carrots
2 14 oz. Cans sweetened
condensed milk
2 small cans evaporated
milk
2 nutmegs, finely grated
2 T vanilla extract
1 T cinnamon
1/2 cup Jamaican white
rum
Steep carrots in water
about 1 hour to soften.
Scrape, then finely dice
them. Puree carrots in a
blender, then add 3 cups
water. Strain carrots and
water through a sieve, tak
ing care to squeeze all the
juice out by mashing the
pulp remaining in the sieve
with a spoon. Add sweetened
condensed milk, evaporated
milk, vanilla, nutmeg, cinna
mon, and rum to the carrot
juice and serve. Without the
rum, it makes a vitamin-rich
drink suitable for young chil
dren.
Recipe from Lucille RangerBrown, Miami, courtesy of the
Historical Museum of Southern
Florida
Haitian Acra
1 large malanga
1 egg yolk
1 tsp lemon or lime juice
2 cloves garlic
1 T. parsely
1/2-1 hot pepper, according ot
taste
1 T flour
salt and pepper
cooking oil
Peel and grate the malanga.
Grind the garlic, parsley, and
hot pepper together in a wood
en mortar. Stir all the ingredi
ents together, but do not overmix. In a large frying pan, heat
about 1 inch cooking oil. Drop
spoonfuls of the mixture into
the hot oil 1 tablespoon at a
time. Fry until golden brown.
Remove and place the acras on
a paper towel. Serve hot as an
appetizer.
Recipe from Liliane Nerrette
Louis, Miami, courtesy of the
Historical Museum of Southern
Florida

Strong Cuban coffee is a staple of daily life for
Cuban Americans in Miami, as it is in 4th of

July

Cafe in Tampa above.

sugar for café con leche or a cortadito
sweetened café cubano with steamed
milk.
In homes and restaurants, Cubans pre
pare traditional dishes containing pork,
chicken, beef, seafood, rice, and beans in
diverse and delectable ways. Typical dish
es such as stews, vegetables, meats, or rice,
are often based on a sofrito-a sauce made
from olive oil, garlic, onion, green pepper,
tomato, oregano, and vinegar. Meat may
be marinated in oil and lime or sour
orange juice before cooking. Pork is a pre
ferred meat: Roast pork is a favorite holi
day food; and many popular sandwiches
have a pork base. These include the
"Cuban sandwich" made with roast pork
and ham on Cuban bread and flattened in
a hot press, media noche similar to the
Cuban sandwich, but smaller and made
with sweet bread, and pan con lechón
slices of pork shoulder topped with an
onion-and-herb mixture on Cuban
bread. Beef is prepared in thin palomilla
steaks, tasajo dried shredded beef, boliche
pot roast, and ropa vieja shredded flank
steak with sofrito, broth, white wine, and
vegetables. Meals are accompanied by
fresh Cuban bread, white rice, black

beans, fried sweet plantains or toasted
green ones, and yuca side dishes.
Another popular combination is
black beans and rice, cabled moros y
cristianos, recalling the old Spanish
conflicts between the Moors and the
Christians.
Cuba is not the only Caribbean
nation represented at Florida’s inter
national buffet. Many West Indian
communities-especially Jamaican
and Haitian-serve popular dishes in
homes and restaurants. In addition,
bakeries offer meat patties, sourdough
and coconut breads, coconut and
plantain pastries, and currant rolls.
Small groceries purvey medicinal
herbs, spices, produce, and imported
goods; supermarkets also carry
Caribbean staples.
Typical Jamaican main dishes
include curried goat, jerk chicken or
pork spicy grilled meat, ackee the
white fruit surrounding the seeds from
the ackee tree and saltfish cod,
Escovich fish fried fish covered with
a sauce of onions, scotch bonnet pep
pers, vinegar, garlic, and cinnamon,
and calbaloo stew a dish made from
okra, green peppers, pig tails, and
crabs, often served over rice. Rice
and peas made with coconut milk are
eaten with fish, chicken, or roast beef
dishes; plain white rice accompanies
curried goat. In Miami, Jamaicans
still make fresh tropical fruit drinks
such as soursop juice made from the
sour fruit, also called guanabana, from
the tree in the custard apple, or ate
moya, family, pineapple and guava
punch, and ginger beer. Jamaican car
rot juice, a beverage made from car
rots, sweetened condensed milk, nut
meg, cinnamon, vanilla, and rum, is
delicious served after dinner or on fes
tive occasions.
The basis of Haitian cooking is
African; but French influences, com
bined with moderate spicing, create
some similarities to Louisiana’s Creole
cuisine. Popular Haitian dishes
include griyo, a fried pork dish; lambi,
a stew of conch and vegetables; and
acra, malanga fritters. Many entrées
are served with rice, beans, and some
times piment, a hot relish made from
peppers, carrots, and other vegetables.

Environmental
Arts Institute

September 26, 27, & 28, 2003
Gainesville, Florida

A Writer’s Workshop geared especially for
those who focus on nature and the environment.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: BILL BELLEVILLE DRIVER OF LAKES"

Bill Belleville Devil’s Milihopper State Geological Site
Sue Cerulean Morningside Nature Center
Jeff Klinkenberg Kanapaha Botanical Gardens
Jeff Ripple San Felasco Hammock State Preserve
Renee Ripple Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings State Historic Site
-

-

-

-

-

For information and a brochure call toll free:
888-917-7001 or 352-378-9166

Gainesville Association for the Creative Arts

tennessee

IN KEY WEST

Call 877-293-81.92, or visit our Web site, TennesseeInkcywest@twfac.com
in
actors Eli Wallach and Anne Jackson, Shakespeare
Theatre Director Michael Kahn, and New York Times drama
critic Mel Gussow for stage performances, readings, movies,
lectures, discussions, and remembrances of Tennessee by
celebrities who knew him in a four-day celebration of one of
Key West’s and the world’s most important playwrights.

Tickets on sale October 1, 2005 through the
Tovze-iiee Qf/d/,.ami .//eae Box Office
305 296-1520, or online www.tennesseewilliamstheatre.com

IELQRIDA CUISINE
Haitians prepare a yellow squash soup
for special occasions such as Sunday din
ners, holidays, or First Communion.
Aka.san, a porridge of corn farina, may be
eaten for breakfast with syrup or evapo
rated milk, or mixed with milk and
vanilla for a beverage. Among the most
favored Haitian desserts are pen patat, a
delicious sweet-potato pudding with
banana and rum; douce jus coque, a cake
incorporating coconut milk; and beignets,
or round doughnuts made with banana.
Haitians enjoy tropical fruit beverages,
such as delicious jus Haitien, made from
crushed ice, condensed milk, grapefruit
juice, sugar, and almond flavoring.
Farther north in Florida, especially
along the west coast in and around
Tarpon Springs, Greek communities pro
duce foods that rely heavily on fresh, sea
sonal vegetables and local ingredients.
Popular seafood dishes include baked fish
psito psari, fish patties psari keftedes,
stuffed squid kalamaria gemista , and fried
squid. Many meat and poultry dishes are
widely known favorites: lamb or chicken
roasted with garlic and lemon, po.stitsia a

casserole with pasta, ground meat, cheese,
eggs, and spices, vnoussaka a casserole
with eggplant, ground lamb, tomatoes,
and onions, and topped with a creamy
white sauce, and delmades grape leaves
stuffed with a rice mixture. A wide array
of pastries are made for special occasions
or daily hospitality; baklava paper-thin
fib dough filled with nuts and honey is
perhaps the most well known.
In a few communities the kafeneion, or
men’s coffeehouse, still exists. As in
Greece, the kafeneion provides an envi
ronment in which men can gather to
imbibe coffee and spirits, and to play
cards, smoke, snack, and discuss politics
or sports. Greek coffee is stronger than
espresso and prepared in a briki, or small
long-handled pot. If you are lucky, you
may share a cup with someone who
knows the tradition of kafemarideia, or
reading your fortune from the thick cof
fee grounds left in the cup.
Easter is the most important day in the
religious calendar. Food customs include
Lenten fasting, red Easter eggs used in
games, tsoureki or sweet Greek Easter

bread topped with a colored egg, a
Saturday night liturgy followed by mager
itsa soup to break the fast, and roast lamb
for Sunday dinner. In Tarpon Springs,
many families still roast lambs outside on
a spit. When the lambs are butchered,
traditions include orienting the lamb’s
head to the east, cutting a cross-shaped
incision on the throat, and making the
sign of the cross with lamb’s blood over
the doorway. Kalymnians, Greeks from
the island of Kalymnos, prepare a special
Easter bread, eftazimo, which is unleav
ened in commemoration of God’s com
mand to prepare unleavened bread for
the flight to Israel.
The delectable mix of foods at the
Florida buffet keeps growing as more peo
ple move to the state from around the
world. There’s so much to sample that
the grunts you hear may be your ownas you try to get up from the table.
TINA BUCUVALAS, State Folklorist,
coordinates the Florida Folklife Program
and is still trying to lose a few inches from
her waistline.

UNIVERSITY

20% discount through December 2003!
Order directly with credit card toll free: 1-800-226-3822
Mention code 2403 and receive a 20% discount.

Death in the
Everglades

Dolphins, Whales,
and Manatees of
Florida

The Murder of Guy Bradley,
America’s First Martyr to
Environmentalism

A Guide to Sharing

Their World
John E. Reynolds III
and Randall S. Wells
"An excellent job of presenting

Stuart B. Mclver
"This is a fascinating account of the
Florida plume hunters, the devasta
hon they wrought, and the slow,
painful progress-exemplified
bravely on the hunting grounds by

complex information on marine

mammal biology, conservation, and
wildlife protection laws in an elegant
and comprehensive manner. Their
helpful suggestions will engage and
inspire the reader to take positive
action for the protection of marine

Guy Bradley-of the bird protection
movement that ultimately sue
ceeded."-Oliver H. Orr, Jr., Library
of Congress retired
24 photos. cloth $24.95

mammals and their environment."Trevor R. Spradlin, National Marine
Fisheries Service
30 photos. December. Paper $14.95

Florida’s Snakes
A Guide to Their Identification
and Habits

Looking at Cuba

R. D. Bartlett and Patricia Bartlett
A comprehensive, colorfully illus
trated guide to the snakes and legless
lizards living within the state.
"This book belongs in the field pack,
under the front seat of the car, or on a
table near the door where it can be
consulted quickly to identify the
rapidly retreating snake on the road,
canal bank, hiking trail, or back
yard."-Richard Franz, Florida
Museum of Natural History
170 color photos. 86 maps.

Essays on Culture
and Civil Society
Rafael Hernández
Translated by Dick Cluster
"A refreshing and insightful analysis
of the real Cuba as seen by one of the
country’s leading intellectuals. Rafael
Hernández should be commended
for disclosing to the rest of us a
complex, sophisticated, thoughtful,
and realistic assessment of the rela
tionship of culture and politics in the
making of present-day Cuba."-

November. Paper $24.95

Nelson Valdes, University of New

Florida’s Best Native
Landscape Plants
200 Readily Available Species
for Homeowners and
Professionals
Gil Nelson
"This beautifully illustrated book is
loaded with practical information
that professionals and homeowners
will find very useful."-Jeffrey G.
Norcini, University of Florida
710 color photos. 180 watercolors.
November. Paper $34.95

Florida Weather,
Second Edition
Morton D. Winsberg
With James O’Brien, David Zierden,
and Melissa Griffin
November. Paper $16.95

Mexico
cloth $24.95

The Stranahans
of Fort Lauderdale

Florida

A Pioneer Family
of New River

Michael Gannon
Praise for Florida: A Short History:

Harry A. Kersey, Jr.
"This informative, fast-paced, inter
esting book on the Stranahans of Fort
Lauderdale provides needed histori
cal context to a dynamic, ever-grow
ing population center. Harry Kersey,
one of Florida’s leading historians,
interweaves the story of the town’s
founding and growth into the lives of

two of its most significant pioneers
and community builders."J. Michael Denham, Center for
Florida History
cloth $24.95

A Short History, Revised Edition

"An exciting voyage through
Florida’s past."-Tampa Tribune
86 b&w photos. cloth, $24.95 Paper, $14.95

Also available through fullservice booksellers or our
website at www.upf.com

University Press of Florida
Gais,,oille, Tallahassee, Tampa, Boca Raton, P,n,acola.
Orlando, Miami. Jacksonsille, Fort Myers
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